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Abstract

We present and evaluate a specific way to generate good start solutions for local search.

The start solution is computed from a certain LP, which is the modification of the underlying

problem.

Generally speaking, we will look at the non-linear formulations of the problems and

apply small modifications to transform the non-linear ingredients into linear ones. It is a

requirement of our technique to work that the optimal basis solutions of the LP are feasible

to the primary optimization problem. We consider four optimization problems: the directed

Max-Cut problem with a source and a sink, and three variations of the Max-k-SAT problem

with k = 2, k = 3 and k = 4. In each case, we define the modification such that the vertices

of the LP are integral, and that the simplex method will not end up at infinity.

To compare our technique, we run local search repeatedly with random start solutions.

Our technique produces consistently final solutions whose objective values are nearly identi-

cal to the best solutions from repeated random starts. The surprising degree of stability and

uniformity of this result throughout all of our experiments on various classes of instances

strongly suggests that we have consistently achieved nearly optimal solutions. Furthermore,

an implementation of our technique to the Longest Directed Path problem with a source and

a sink (in which we obtain an LP by incorporating flow-consistency inequalities) strongly

supports our empirical findings. On the other hand, the run time of our technique is rather

small, so the technique is very efficient and seemingly quite accurate.

Keywords:

Computations on discrete structures, Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Polyhedral

combinatorics, Max-Cut, Max-SAT, Max-k-SAT, Longest-Path.
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Zusammenfassung

Wir präsentieren und evaluieren eine neuartige Methode, die gute Start-Lösungen für

die lokale Suche generiert. Die Start-Lösung wird von einem bestimmten linearen Programm

(LP) bestimmt, das eine Modifikation des zugrunden liegenden Problems ist.

Wir betrachten eine nicht-lineare Formulierung des Problems und wenden kleine Än-

derungen an, um die nicht-linearen Bestandteile der Formulierung in lineare Bestandteile

umzuwandeln. Damit die Technik angewendet werden kann, ist es notwendig, dass die op-

timalen Basis-Lösungen des LPs zulässig für das primäre Optimierungsproblem sind. Wir

untersuchen vier Optimierungsprobleme: das gerichtete Max-Cut Problem mit einem Start-

und einem Endknoten, und drei Variationen des Max-k-SAT Problems mit k = 2, k = 3

und k = 4. In jedem Fall definieren wir die Modifikation so, dass die Eckpunkte des resul-

tierenden LP ganzzahlig sind, und dass die Simplex-Methode nicht im Unendlichen endet.

Zum Vergleich mit unserer Technik benutzen wir eine wiederholte lokale Suche mit

zufälligen Start-Lösungen. Unsere Technik produziert konsequent Lösungen, deren Ziel-

Werte nicht allzu weit von den besten Lösungen aus wiederholten zufälligen Starts sind.

Das überraschende Maß an Stabilität und der Einheitlichkeit der Ergebnisse in allen un-

seren Experimenten mit verschiedenen Klassen lassen den Schluss zu, dass wir konsequent

nahezu optimale Lösungen erzielen. Darüber hinaus bestätigt eine Umsetzung unserer Tech-

nik auf das längste Pfad Problem zwischen zwei angegebenen Knoten (in denen wir das LP

durch den Einbau der Fluss-Konsistenz-Ungleichungen herstellen) unsere empirische Be-

funde. Auf der anderen Seite ist die Laufzeit unserer Technik sehr klein, so dass diese sehr

effizient ist.

Schlagwörter:

Berechnungen auf diskreten Strukturen, Algorithmen, Design, Experimentieren, Polyedri-

sche Kombinatorik, Max-Cut, Max-SAT, Max-k-SAT, Längster-Pfad.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The existence of multiple locally optimal solutions in combinatorial optimization prob-

lem makes it difficult to solve them. Therefore, the local search might end up in the local

optimal solution, without reaching a global optimum. Many efficient heuristic methods

are based on local search. When the local search reaches local optima or plateaus, these

methods use techniques that help the search to escape from the local optima or from the

plateaus. Some techniques lead to the continuation of the search from a random point,

or to the continuation of the search from some constructed points, or they avoid to visit

some of the points with attributes that are found and learned in the search history. Even

though these strategies are called and defined differently in combinatorial optimization, the

search strategies can be categorized into several classes: multi-start, memory based, vari-

able neighborhood, population based and randomized. Some heuristics use only one kind

of strategy, while others combine two or several strategies.

Clearly, the quality of the primitive local search algorithm depends crucially on the

choice of the start solution. In this thesis, we will consider a linear programming (LP)

based technique that evidently generates start solutions of an apparent high quality. This

technique is developed by Avdil and Weihe [10]. Roughly speaking, we will look at a non-

linear formulation of the problem and apply small modifications to transform the non-linear

ingredients into linear ones. In each case, we define the modification such that the vertices

of the resulting LP are integral, and that the simplex method will not end up at infinity

(although the polyhedron itself will be unbounded in general).

This technique might apply to a variety of optimization problems but the adaptation to a

given problem does not seem to be entirely trivial. To apply our method to a given problem,

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

an LP has to be found such that the optimal basis solutions to the LP are actually feasible

solutions to the optimization problem. Therefore, the existence of such LP is required for

the application of our method. We use the directed max-cut problem (max-di-cut) with

source and sink and three variations of the max-k-sat problem with k = 2, k = 3 and k = 4

as examples. Furthermore, we implement our technique on the longest directed path

problem with source and sink through an alternative way, in which some of the constraint

inequalities of LP are originated from an another optimization problem.

A two-phase algorithm resulting from our LP-based local search technique can be seen

as a hybrid algorithm that incorporates the LP and local search.

In a computational study we tested the behavior and the stability of our technique on

various classes of test instances. For our experiments we used, beside self written graph

generators, a public domain and machine independent graph generator rudy 1, written by

G. Rinaldi. Some of the test instances have been created by Helmberg and Rendl [91], and

were used to test their algorithm implementing a bundle method for solving semidefinite

programming (SDP). For the max-2-sat problem we additionally used a graph generator

written by Jagota and Sanchis [95]. This generator generates graphs with known sizes of

cliques (actually designed for the max-clique problem). For the max-3-sat and max-4-

sat problems, we additionally used a random CNF-formula generator written by B. Selman

(personal communication, [142]). The random graph generator GTgraph [11] generated some

of the max-4-sat instances and the longest directed path instances.

We tested our technique against a reference technique: a repeated local search from

random start solutions. This technique has turned out to be particularly appropriate for

comparisons since – evidently – it consistently produces near-optimal solutions. Although

the reference technique is sufficiently different, it does turn out that –without even one

exception – both algorithms produce solutions whose objective values do not differ from

each other by more than a small percentage continuously throughout all test instances.

Yet, for the overwhelming majority of all cases, the difference is truly marginal. For the

max-2-sat problem, the asymptotic bounds of expected optimal value are available for a

certain type of instances. These bounds are very tight to our technique’s results.

How can, then, such a strong consistent coincidence of empirical results of two (resp.

three in the case of max-2-sat) sufficiently different methods be explained? In our opinion,

the only plausible explanation is that both (resp. three) approaches produce – without even

1http://www-user.tu-chemnitz.de/helmberg/semidef.html
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one exception – nearly optimal solutions.

The adaptation of our technique to the longest directed path problem with source

and sink, and the comparison to the reference technique confirms that our strong empirical

results of the coincidence of different approaches could not have happened by a chance. In

the empirical study for the longest directed path, there are a number of instances where

our technique is significantly better than reference technique, and there are some instances

where reference technique is noticeably better than our technique. Even if in average, our

algorithm found better solutions than reference technique, we could not conclude that our

technique found near optimal solutions to this problem.

This thesis is organized as follows. In the next section, we formulate the problems

max-di-cut, the max-k-sat, where k ≥ 2, and the longest directed path. Chapter 2

is devoted to the common algorithmic methods for solving the integer program, including

relaxation methods and cutting plane algorithms for binary optimization. In Chapter 3, we

review the algorithmic results and the heuristic methods which are implemented and applied

to the maximum cut, maximum satisfiability and longest path problems. In this chapter

we also review the hybrid LP-based approaches proposed for combinatorial optimization

problems. The core of this thesis is Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. We introduce our technique

for the max-di-cut and the max-k-sat in Chapter 4. In this chapter we also present the

adaptation of our technique to the longest directed path problem. Finally, we present

the experimental study in Chapter 5 in more detail. We conclude with Chapter 6.

1.1. Formulation of the Problems

In this section we first formulate the maximum cut, the maximum satisfiability and the

longest path problems, and their variations. Then we give some facts considering these

problems.

We consider graphs without loops or multiple edges. Henceforth, the word edge is

reserved for undirected graphs, and the word arc is for directed graphs. Given an undirected

graph G = (V,E) with node set V and edge set E we use the notation n := |V | and

m := |E| for the order and size of G, respectively. We shall assume the node set is denoted

by V = {1, . . . , n} and edge e ∈ E connecting node v and w is denoted by e = (v,w). For

any node v ∈ V let Nv denote the set of its neighbors, Nv = {w ∈ V : ∃(v,w) ∈ E}. For a

node v we denote the set of edges incident with v by δv and let dv denote the degree of v,
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d(v) = |δv |. Analogously, for the given directed graph G = (V,A) with node set V and arc

set A, we note the size and order of G as n := |V | and m := |A|. The arc a ∈ A pointing

from v to w is denoted by a = (v,w). We say that a = (v,w) leaves v and enters w. For

any arc (v,w), v is called an inneighbor of w and w is called an outneighbor of v. For a node

v ∈ V , Nout
v denotes the set of outneighbors of v and N in

v denotes the set of inneighbors

of v. For any node v ∈ V we denote the set of arcs leaving v by δout
v , and the set of arcs

entering v by δin
v :

δout
v = {a ∈ A : a = (v,w), w ∈ V } and δin

v = {a ∈ A : a = (w, v), w ∈ V }.

For each node v ∈ V , dout
v denotes the outdegree and din

v denotes the indegree, dout
v = |δout

v |
and din

v = |δin
v |, respectively. A node of indegree 0 is called a source and a node of outdegree

0 is called a sink.

Maximum Cut Problem. Assume that for the undirected graph G = (V,E) we are

given an edge-weight function c : E → R
+
0 .

A cut is a partition of node set V into two subsets, S ⊂ V and S = V \S, and the weight of

a cut – C(S) – is defined as the sum of edge-weights that have one end in S and the other

in S, i.e.,

C(S) :=
∑

e=(v,w)
v∈S,w/∈S

ce.

Similarly, the weight of a cut in the directed graph is defined as the sum of arc-weights that

point from S to S:

C(S) :=
∑

a=(v,w)
v∈S,w/∈S

ca.

The maximum cut problem can be formulated as:

max-cut problem

Instance: Graph G and weight function c.

Objective: Maximize the cut-weight.

A restricted version of the problem, where all edges have uniform weights, is called the

simple max-cut problem. In the directed graphs we call the problem directed max-cut
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problem (or max-di-cut). Let us denote the weight of maximum cut:

mc(G, c) = max
S⊂V

C(S).

Assume that we are given a directed graph G = (V,A), a nonnegative weight function

c : A → R
+
0 and two nodes s and t (a source and a sink). An (s, t)-cut is a partition of V

into two subsets, S and T , such that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . The weight of the (s, t)-cut is defined

similarly to the cut-weight in the directed graph, as the sum of the arc-weights that point

from S to T :

C(S, T ) :=
∑

a=(v,w)
v∈S,w∈T

ca.

In this thesis we focus on the following problem:

directed max-cut problem with source and sink

Instance: Directed graph G, nonnegative weight function c and two nodes – s and t.

Objective: Maximize the weight of (s, t)-cut.

The problem formulations, which find the cut with maximum weight and find only the value

of maximum cut are different. But in practice, knowing only the value of the maximum cut

and not the maximum cut itself is not worthy.

The simple lower bounds on the maximum cut are given by:

Proposition 1.1.1 For every graph G = (V,E) and weight function c, mc(G, c) ≥ 1
2

∑

e∈E ce.

Proof: Let S be a local optimum, i.e., adding to S or moving out from S any node does

not increase the total weight of the cut, and denote S = V \ S. Then for each v ∈ S the

total weight of edges connecting v with nodes of S is at least as heavy as total weight of

edges connecting v with other nodes of S, otherwise, moving v into S yields better solution.

The analogous statement holds for each v ∈ S. Therefore,
∑

e∈E ce − C(S) ≤ C(S). 2

Proposition 1.1.2 For every directed graph G = (V,A) and weight function c, mc(G, c) ≥
1
4

∑

a∈A ca.

Proof: Assume graph G′ = (V,A′) created in a way that for each arc a ∈ A pointing from

v to w with weight ca, a new opposite oriented arc a′ = (w, v) with weight ca′ = ca is drawn.

Then the maximum cut in G′ is mc(G′, c) ≥ 1
2

∑

a∈A′ ca. The original arcs (of A) across the

cut have 1
2 of the weight. 2
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Maximum Satisfiability Problem. Assume conjunctive normal form (CNF) formula

F on a set of binary variables X. We denote n := |X| and m := |F | as number of

variables and clauses, respectively. Each clause is a disjunction of literals, where literals are

x ∈ X or its negation x. Moreover, we denote X = {x1, . . . , xn}, the negations of variables

X = {x1, . . . , xn} and F = {C1, . . . , Cm}. A truth assignment T : X → {0, 1} is a mapping

which assigns the value 0 (false) or 1 (true) to each variable xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the

maximum satisfiability problem can be formulated:

max-sat problem

Instance: CNF-formula F on set of variables X.

Objective: Find a truth-assignment T that satisfies the maximum number of clauses in F .

In this thesis, we consider some restricted versions of the max-sat problem. If we are

given a CNF-formula F where the clauses contain at most k ∈ Z
+, k ≥ 2, literals, then

the problem is called max-k-sat. Additionally, if every clause consists of exactly k literals,

k ≥ 2, then the problem variant is called max-ek-sat. There are also weighted versions

of these variants of the maximum satisfiability problem. Assume that a weight wC ∈ R is

associated to each clause C of F . We can then define a weight of truth-assignment T as the

sum of clause-weights that are satisfied by T :

W (T ) :=
∑

C∈F :
T satisfies C

wC .

Then the weighted max-sat, the weighted max-k-sat and the weighted max-ek-sat prob-

lems ask to find a truth-assignment with maximum weight.

The max-cut and max-3-sat problems are two of the problems that have been shown

to be NP-complete in Karp’s famous paper [98].

Theorem 1.1.3 [34, 65, 98] The following problems are NP-Hard

⋆ max-cut

⋆ simple max-cut

⋆ max-sat and

⋆ max-k-sat.
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Longest Path Problem. Given a graph (directed or undirected) G = (V,E) with n

nodes and m edges. A simple path is the sequence of distinct vertices v1, . . . , vk such that

vivi+1 ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1. Hereafter, we will consider only simple paths, therefore, we refer

to “simple path” just as “path”. A length of the path is the sum of all edges on the path.

Then the longest path problem can be formulated:

longest path problem

Instance: A Graph G = (V,E).

Objective: Find a path with maximum length.

In this thesis we consider a restricted version of the longest path problem, in which the

objective is to find the longest path between two given nodes in a directed and weighted

graph. An input consists of a directed graph G = (V,A), a positive cost (or length) ca ∈ R
+

on each arc a ∈ A, and two nodes, s and t ∈ V (source and sink). Recall that the source

has no entering arc and the sink has no leaving arc, δin
s = ∅ and δout

t = ∅. An s− t path is a

sequence of distinct vertices P = {v1, v2, . . . , vk} such that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, (vi, vi+1)

is an arc, (vi, vi+1) ∈ A ,and v1 = s and vk = t. The length of the s− t path P is the sum

of lengths of arcs which are on the path

C(P ) :=

k−1
∑

i=1

cvivi+1
.

We define this restricted version of the longest path problem as:

longest directed path problem with source and sink

Instance: A directed graph G = (V,A), a positive length function c on the arcs and two

nodes s and t.

Objective: Find an s− t path with maximum length.

Sometimes, we write “longest directed path” for the above problem where the path is

clearly meant to be between source and sink.
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Chapter 2

Integer Linear Programming

2.1. Introduction

In the field of optimization problems, the decisions and solutions in the real world are

mostly discrete, such as the quantity of items or choosing the options from finite set of

alternatives. An optimization problem, in which the variables must take integer values, is

called Integer Program and the subject of solving such programs is called integer program-

ming (IP). The problems in which some variables are restricted to take integer values and

some variables that can take fractional values are called mixed integer programs (MIPs).

Generally, integer programs consider the nonlinear objective and constraint functions, but

these are subject of another research discipline, integer nonlinear programming. IP can be

formulated as follows:

cx→ max, x ∈ X (2.1)

where X = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : Ax ≤ b}, A ∈ Z

m·n is an integer m×n matrix, b ∈ Z
m is an m-vector,

and c ∈ Z
n is an n-vector.

There are many real world IPs where the variables can take only one of two values (such

as yes/no, in/out) and can be modeled as 0 and 1. The IPs, in which the variables can

take only 0’s and 1’s are called 0-1 integer programs, or binary optimization problems. For

example we consider the max-di-cut problem with source and sink. Assume that given

an instance of max-di-cut with source and sink {di-graph G = (V,A), cost function c :

A → R+, s, t ∈ V }. An (s, t)-cut may be identified with its characteristic vector x =

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n, n = |V |: xv = 1 if, and only if, v ∈ S. For each arc a = (v,w) ∈ A,

we define a variable ya ∈ {0, 1} such that ya = 1 if, and only if, v ∈ S and w ∈ T . The

9
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problem objective can be written

∑

a∈A

ca · ya −→ max .

The constraints are
ya ≤ 1− xw ∀a = (v,w) ∈ A

ya ≤ xv ∀a = (v,w) ∈ A

xs − xt ≥ 1

xv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ V

ya ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ A

The constraints ya ≤ 1−xw and ya ≤ xv allow the variable ya to take value “1” only for the

arcs a = (v,w) ∈ A leaving s-side and entering t-side, and force the variable ya to become

“0” for all other arcs.

Another example of 0-1 IP is the unconstrained facility location problem (UFL). We are

given a set of locations F , where the facilities can be built, facility building cost at the i-th

location fi, i = 1, . . . , n, n = |F |, and a set of clients D, that should be supplied from the

facilities. Let m = |D|. Moreover the shipping cost for unit product (demand) from i-th

location to j-th client is cij ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, and j = 1, . . . ,m. Assume that each location

can supply the demand of all clients and each client has a unit demand. The objective is

to find the locations where facilities will be built and to assign each client to some location.

We can model the UFL as following: let xi, i = 1, . . . , n, indicates the location is whether

built or not, i.e., ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} if xi = 1 then the facility will be built on i-th location,

otherwise if xi = 0 then the facility will not be built. Let the variables yij, i = 1, . . . , n and

j = 1, . . . ,m, imply the supply-assignment, where yij = 1 means that j-th client is supplied

by i-th location. The problem objective can be written

n
∑

i=1

fixi +
∑

1≤i≤n
1≤j≤m

cijyij −→ min .

The constraints are formulated as

yij ≤ xi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
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n
∑

i=1

yij ≥ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}

xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
yij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

The constraints yij ≤ xi, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} indicate that no client can be supplied from the

i-th location unless the facility is built there.

2.2. Computational Complexity

According to Karp [98], the decision version of integer program was proved to be NP-

Complete. The decision version of IP can be formulated as following.

ip-decision

Instance: An integer m × n matrix A ∈ Z
m·n, m-vector b ∈ Z

m, a nonnegative integer

n-vector c ∈ Z
n
+ and an integer B ∈ Z.

Task : Is there a vector x ∈ Z
n such that Ax ≥ b and cx ≥ B?

IP is NP-hard, so is 0-1 integer programming. Even some restricted versions of the IP

remain to beNP-hard. The following results summarize the intractability of some restricted

versions of IP.

Theorem 2.2.1 [98] The ip-decision is NP-complete.

Analogously, the decision version of 0-1 IP is hard to solve.

Proposition 2.2.2 The decision version of 0-1 integer programming is NP-complete.

2.3. Relaxation and Valid Inequalities

In this section we talk about the representation of integer program (2.1) by linear pro-

gram. We consider the IP formulated as

cx→ max, x ∈ X

where X = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : Ax ≤ b}.
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2.3.1. Linear programming relaxation

An LP relaxation is obtained from IP by dropping the integrality constraints:

cx→ max, x ∈ P

where P = {x ∈ R
n
+ : Ax ≤ b}. The convincing character of the LP relaxation is that

it delivers an upper bound for the optimal solution value. We can formulate an infinite

number of LP relaxations of IP, and by relaxation we mean the relaxed polyhedron which

contains the original feasible set. Therefore, if we find a tighter polyhedron, then we could

find tighter upper bound for an objective functions value. As we know, there have been

many ways and methods developed to construct specifically the tight polyhedrons. The

polyhedral theory of IP has been widely studied [161, 113].

If the optimal solution of LP relaxation is integral, then it is optimal to IP. Otherwise,

we want to find an LP, of which the optimal solution is integral. By definition a polyhedron

P is integral if every face contains an integer point. By the integer Farkas lemma [138] this

is equivalent to the fact that every supporting hyperplane of P contains an integer point.

The main idea here is to look at every supporting hyperplane, and shift it closer to the

convex hull of X until it contains an integer point.

The inequality ax ≤ b is valid for polyhedron P if ax ≤ b, ∀x ∈ P . If the inequality ax ≤ b

is valid for polyhedron P and in addition if ∃x ∈ P such that ax = b, then ax ≤ b is a

supporting inequality and {x ∈ R
n : ax = b} is a supporting hyperplane. If the inequality

ax ≤ b is not a supporting inequality of polyhedron P , but ∃x ∈ P such that ax ≤ b and

∃y ∈ P such that ay > b, then the hyperplane ax = b cuts the polyhedron P , and is called

a cutting plane. For the supporting inequality ax ≤ b of P , a subset F = {x ∈ P : ax = b}
of P is called a face. A facet of P is an inclusionwise maximal face F of P with F 6= P .

Let πx ≤ π0 be a supporting inequality of P with π integer. P ⊆ {x ∈ R
n : πx ≤ π0}.

Let Φ denote a set of all supporting inequalities of P with integral left-hand-side coefficients

and

Q1 :=
⋂

(π,π0)∈Φ

{x ∈ R
n : πx ≤ ⌊π0⌋}. (2.2)

Then conv(X) ⊆ Q1. Let us apply the same procedure on Q1, and continue iteratively

Q0 := P and Qt+1 := (Qt)1.
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Then we have

P = Q0 ⊇ Q1 ⊇ . . . ⊇ conv(X).

Chvátal [33] showed that if P is polytope, then conv(X) can be obtained after finite

number of these iterations. Schrijver [137] showed the same result for an arbitrary rational

polyhedron.

Theorem 2.3.1 [33, 137] Let P be a rational polyhedron. Then

i) Q1 is a polyhedron;

ii) There exists a finite number t such that Qt = conv(X).

We describe how to generate linear programming relaxations (tighter polyhedrons). De-

note N = {1, . . . , n}. Let x∗ be an optimal solution of the LP relaxation and B ⊆ N be a

basis of A with x∗
B = A−1

B b − A−1
B ADx∗

D and x∗
D = 0, where D = N \ B. If x∗ is integral,

then it is also optimal to conv(X). Otherwise, at least one of the values x∗
B is fractional;

moreover, let i ∈ B be the index of fractional component of x∗. Every feasible integral

solution x ∈ X satisfies xB = A−1
B b−A−1

B ADxD, therefore

(A−1)ib−
∑

j∈D

(A−1)iA
jxj ∈ Z. (2.3)

By denoting the fractional part of a ∈ R as f(a), f(a) = a− ⌊a⌋, we restate

⌊A−1
Ri b⌋+ f

(

A−1
Ri b

)

−
∑

j∈D

(

⌊A−1
Ri ACj⌋+ f

(

A−1
Ri ACj

))

xj ∈ Z.

Moreover, after subtracting integer and adding integer multiples of xj, it remains integer

f
(

A−1
Ri b

)

−
∑

j∈D

(

f
(

A−1
Ri ACj

))

xj ∈ Z. (2.4)

Since 0 ≤ f(a) < 1 for ∀a ∈ R,

f
(

A−1
Ri b

)

≤
∑

j∈D

(

f
(

A−1
Ri ACj

))

xj, (2.5)

is valid for conv(P ). On the other hand, it is violated by the current LP relaxation solution

x∗, since x∗
D = 0 and f

(

A−1
Ri b

)

= f (x∗
i ) > 0. After subtracting xi+

∑

j∈D A−1
Ri ACjxj = A−1

Ri b
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from (2.5) we obtain

xi +
∑

j∈D

⌊A−1
Ri ACj⌋xj ≤ ⌊A−1

Ri b⌋, (2.6)

which, when right-hand-side is not rounded, is a supporting inequality with integral left-

hand-side, therefore a member of Φ. Adding this inequality to the constraint system Ax ≤ b

keeps the principle that all data are integral. Thus, the slack variable that is to be introduced

for the new inequality can be required to be integral as well and the whole procedure can

be iterated. In fact, Gomory’s cutting plane method [81, 80] for integer linear programming

adds this inequality to the constraint system and iterates a whole procedure. Gomory

proved that alternately applying simplex method and adding cutting planes leads to a

finite algorithm, that means, after adding a finite number of inequalities an integer optimal

solution is found. (We will discuss the cutting plane approaches later in Section 2.4.) This

indicates that if cx ≤ co defines a facet of conv(X), and Gomory’s cutting plane method

is applied to the IP max{cx : Ax = b, x ∈ Z
n
+}, the inequality cx ≤ co lies in Qt for some

finite t. Therefore, Gomory’s algorithm gives a proof for Theorem 2.3.1.

There are several simple characterizations of valid inequalities. The first is any nonneg-

ative linear combinations of the valid inequalities for K are valid for K.

Rounding

If ax ≤ b is valid for X, where a is integral, then ax ≤ ⌊b⌋ is valid for X.

Disjunctive inequalities

We combine two inequalities, where each of them is valid for the partition of X, in order

to obtain a valid inequality for X. Let X1 and X2 be the partition of X = X1 ∪X2, and

a1x ≤ b1 is valid for X1 and a2x ≤ b2 is valid for X2. Then

n
∑

i=1

min(a1
i , a

2
i )xi ≤ max(b1, b2)

is valid for X.

Superadditive inequalities

A function f : D → R, 0 ∈ D, f(0) = 0 is called superadditive over D if

f(d1 + d2) ≥ f(d1) + f(d2) ∀d1, d2 ∈ D,
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and nondecreasing over D if

d1, d2 ∈ D, d1 < d2 ⇒ f(d1) ≤ f(d2).

Proposition 2.3.2 If f is supperadditive and nondecreasing over R
m then,

n
∑

i=1

f(ai)xi ≤ f(b)

is a valid inequality for P = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : Ax ≤ b}.

The above given three methods for generating valid inequalities are actually robust as the

following results will show.

Theorem 2.3.3 [112] If πx ≤ π0 is a valid inequality for P = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : Ax ≤ b} 6= ∅,

then:

1. There exists superadditive, nondecreasing function f such that f(aj) ≥ πj, j = 1, . . . , n

and f(b) ≤ b.

2. The inequality πx ≤ π0 or a valid inequality that dominates it can be generated by

starting with the inequalities Ax ≤ b and x ≥ 0, and then taking linear combinations

and rounding a finite number of times.

3. If x ∈ {0, 1}n the inequality πx ≤ π0 or a valid inequality that dominates it can be

generated by starting with the inequalities Ax ≤ b and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and then taking

linear combinations and rounding a finite number of times.

From the above results we can see that a finite algorithm can be constructed by applying

these procedures iteratively, which enables the building of tighter LP relaxations. However,

these steps could rise exponentially large, so it might be not practical. Still, this idea can be

applicable on some IPs, which have known valid inequalities, that define facets of conv(X).

2.3.2. Convexity Cuts

The ideas of convexity cut were first introduced in the context of concave programming

by Tuy [153], and in the context of integer programming by Balas [12] and Young [164]

(intersection cut). Glover [69] extended the original integer programming development to

cover the general convex sets. To describe the convexity cuts we follow the specifications of

Glover and Laguna [75].
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The primary idea is to identify a convex set that contains the linear programming

solution (fractional) in its interior but no integer feasible solutions. Then extending the

edges of the polyhedral cone associated with LP solution until it intersects with a convex

set or until it becomes computationally expensive to determine the intersection. Then the

cut is determined by passing a hyperplane through the extreme endpoints of these extended

edges. Let x0 denote the basic extreme point solution obtained by simplex method solving

the corresponding LP. The point x0 corresponds to the vertex of polyhedral cone associated

with LP. An extention of the edge from x0 corresponds to an assignment of positive values

to a selected nonbasic variable, holding each of the other variables at zero. Let D denote

the set of current nonbasic variables and B denote the set of current basic variables. Let I

denote the set of indices of the integer variables. To be easily understood we assume that,

each variable xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n satisfies the bounds Ui ≥ xi ≥ 0, where Ui may be infinity. A

polyhedral LP cone of which x0 is the vertex is a region spanned by the edges

xh = x0 − Shuh, for uh ≥ 0, h ∈ D,

where Sh is the current tableau vector associated with the nonbasic variable xh, and uh is

the parameter identifying the change in the value of xh from its lower and upper bound value

which it receives at x0 point. Let shi denote the entries of Sh. For all nonbasic variables the

entries of Sh are zero, except for xh, shi = 0, ∀i ∈ D, i 6= h, which has a coefficient 1 or −1.

We choose the sign usage for Sh that yields a coefficient for xh of shh = 1 if xh is currently

at its lower bound at point x0, and of shh = −1 if xh is currently at its upper bound at

point x0. By this sign usage if x0 is a feasible extreme point of the LP, then the feasible

extreme points adjacent to x0 are points xh that occur for nonnegative values of uh, and for

strictly positive values except under degeneracy. We assume that the components of x0 that

associate with the integer variables xi, i ∈ I, have non-integer values. The construction

procedure of convexity cuts described as follows.

Convexity Cut Construction

Step 1. Identify a closed convex region whose interior includes x0 but no feasible

integer solutions.

Step 2. Extend each edge of the LP polyhedral cone until it meets the boundary of

the convex set.

Step 3. Pass a hyperplane through the endpoints of the edges of the LP basis cone
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where they intersect the boundary of the convex set. Letting u∗
h identify

the value of uh that corresponds to the point of intersection for edge h, the

hyperplane can be expressed as the set of points

∑

h∈D

(

1

u∗
h

)

uh = 1

where 1
u∗

h
= 0 if u∗

h is infinity. This can be expressed in terms of the nonbasic

variables xh by substitution using the identity uh = xh or uh = Uh − xh,

according to whether xh is nonbasic at its lower or upper bound in the current

LP solution x0.

A simple example of a convex region can be given by the polyhedron v ≤ xi ≤ v + 1, where

xi, i ∈ I.

The construction procedure creates two half spaces associated with the hyperplane. One

can replace “=” by “≤” in the defining equation and includes all points that lie on the side

of hyperplane that contains the LP solution. The other replacement is “=” by “≥” in the

defining equation and includes all points that lie on the other side of the hyperplane, hence

cuts off the LP vertex, which assigns xj a fractional value.

Theorem 2.3.4 [75] The half space

∑

h∈NB

(

1

u∗
h

)

uh ≥ 1

that excludes the LP vertex contains all the feasible integer solutions, and the associated

hyperplane is a valid cut.

Glover and Laguna [75] proposed a heuristic method – cut search method – for the mixed

integer programs, which uses the convexity cuts. Cut search process makes it possible to

solve a simple restricted mixed integer program to obtain the best solution from a given

collection of implicit candidate solutions, and to simultaneously generate a cutting plane

by reference to this collection. For more details the reader is referred to [75].

2.3.3. Lift and Project

For 0-1 mixed integer programs there are methods proposed, which are called lift-and-

project, an another way of strengthening the linear programming relaxation. The idea
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is to reformulate the problem into a higher dimensional space, where a more convenient

formulation may give a tighter relaxation. One then has a choice between working with

this tighter relaxation in the higher dimensional space, or restating it back onto the original

space. In the latter case, the procedure can be viewed as a method for generating valid

inequalities (cutting planes) in the original space. Reformulating the problem into higher

space is called lifting, and restating back into the original space is called projecting, therefore

the method is called lift-and-project. The versions of this approach differ in how the lifting

and projection are performed [16, 104, 147]. We explain the ideas of methods proposed by

Balas, Ceria and Cornuéjols [16] in more detail and show the connection to others.

Assume 0-1 mixed integer program with n variables, p ≤ n of which are 0-1 variables

cx→ max x ∈ K0 (2.7)

where K0 := {x ∈ R
n
+ : A0x ≤ b0, xi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , p} is feasible set. Let the LP

relaxation constraint set be

K := {x ∈ R
n : Ax ≤ b} (2.8)

and assume that the system Ax ≤ b already contains the constraints xj ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n,

and xj ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , p. Since we are dealing with mixed integer program, we are inter-

ested in the convex hull of infinite set of points, we define conv(K0) as the closure of all

finite convex combinations of points in K0. We describe the sequential convexification

procedure:

The sequential convexification procedure

Step 1. Select an index j ∈ {1, . . . , p}.

Step 2. Multiply (every inequality of) Ax ≤ b with xj and 1 − xj to obtain the

nonlinear system

xj(Ax− b) ≤ 0

(1− xj)(Ax− b) ≤ 0
(2.9)

Linearize the system (2.9) by substituting yi for xixj, i = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j,

and replacing xj for x2
j . Call the polyhedron defined from resulting system

Mj(K).
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Step 3. Project Mj(K) onto x-space by eliminating yi variables. Call the resulting

polyhedron Pj(K).

The linearization in Step 3 yields, among others, the inequalities yi ≥ 0, yi ≤ xi, for

i = 1, . . . , n, and yi ≤ xj, yi ≥ xi + xj − 1, for i = 1, . . . , p. Note that, if the system defining

K has m constraints and n variables, then the system defining Mj(K) has 2m constraints

and 2n − 1 variables.

The problem that remains in order to implement the procedure is to carry out the Step 3.

Let

Mj(K) = {(x, y) ∈ R
q × R

r : Dx + By ≤ d}

where D and B are m× q and m× r matrices, respectively, and d is an m-vector. Then the

projection of Mj(K) onto the x-space can be described by

Pj(K) = {x ∈ R
q : (uD)x ≤ (ud) for all u ∈ C},

where C = {u ∈ R
m : uB = 0, u ≥ 0}. Thus, the problem of finding a valid inequality in

Step 3 of the procedure that cuts off a current fractional solution x∗ can be solved by the

linear program

u(Dx∗ − d)→ max

u ∈ C
(2.10)

The following theorem shows that j-th component of each vertex of Pj(K) is either 0 or 1.

Theorem 2.3.5 [16] Pj(K) = conv (K
⋂{x ∈ R

n : xj ∈ {0, 1}}) .

We can iterate the whole procedure. For t ≥ 2, any sequence of indices i1, . . . , it ∈
{1, . . . , p} define Pi1,...,it−1,it(K) := Pit(Pit−1 . . . (Pi1(K)) . . .). In [16] it is shown that the

convex hull of feasible solutions can be obtained by iterating the procedure p times.

Theorem 2.3.6 [16] For any t ∈ {1, . . . , p},

Pi1,...,it(K) = conv
(

K
⋂

{x ∈ R
n : xik ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, . . . , t}

)

.

Theorem 2.3.6 shows that the result does not depend on the order, in which the proce-

dure is applied to the selected variables.
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Corollary 2.3.7 P1,...,p(K) = conv
(

K0
)

.

Projecting Mj(K) onto the x-space amounts to solve the LP (2.10), which is unbounded,

since C is a polyhedral cone. For implementation issues, C is often truncated by some

“normalizing set”. If in the lifting procedure the index j of binary variable xj that attains

fractional value in a feasible solution was chosen, then an optimal solution of the LP (2.10)

cuts off x∗. The reader is referred to [16] for more explanations and details in constructing

the lift-and-project algorithm for 0-1 mixed integer program.

Another way of performing the lift-and-project procedure is due to Lovász and Schri-

jver [104]. In this procedure the lifting onto the higher dimensional space is obtained by

multiplying every inequality by every 0-1 variable and its complement, then linearizing the

resulting system of quadratic inequalities and finally projecting back the system onto the

original space.

Lovász-Schrijver procedure

Step 1. Multiply (every inequality of) Ax ≤ b with xj and 1 − xj, j = 1, . . . , p, to

obtain the nonlinear system

x1(Ax− b) ≤ 0

(1− x1)(Ax− b) ≤ 0

...

xp(Ax− b) ≤ 0

(1− xp)(Ax− b) ≤ 0

(2.11)

Step 2. Linearize the system (2.11) by replacing yij for xixj, setting yij = yji, i =

1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , p, i 6= j, and replacing xj for x2
j , j = 1, . . . , p. Call the

polyhedron defined from resulting system M(K).

Step 3. Project M(K) onto x-space. By eliminating yij variables as yij = 0, we obtain

the project of M(K). Call the resulting polyhedron N(K).

The linearization yields, among others, the inequalities yij ≥ 0, yij ≤ xi, for i = 1, . . . , n,

j = 1, . . . , p and i 6= j, and yij ≤ xj, yij ≥ xi + xj − 1, for i = 1, . . . , p and j = 1, . . . , p.

Note that, if the system defining K has m constraints and n variables, of which p are 0-1
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constrained in K0, then the system defining N(K) has 2pm constraints and pn+n− 1
2p(p+1)

variables.

We can iterate the whole procedure by denoting N1(k) := N(K) and N t(K) = N(N t−1(K)),

for t ≥ 2. Lovász and Schrijver [104] have shown that the convex hull of feasible solutions

can be obtained by iterating the procedure p times.

Theorem 2.3.8 [104] N(K) ⊆ conv (K ∩ {x ∈ R
n : xj ∈ {0, 1}}), for j = 1, . . . , p.

Theorem 2.3.9 [104] Np(K) = conv(K0).

The third way, suggested by Sherali and Adams [147], is the following lift and project

procedure.

Sherali-Adams procedure

Step 1. Multiply (every inequality of) Ax ≤ b with every product of the form
(

∏

j∈J1
xj

) (

∏

j∈J2
(1− xj)

)

, where J1 and J2 are disjoint subsets of {1, . . . , p}
such that |J1 ∪ J2| = r. Call the nonlinear system (NLr).

Step 2. Linearize (NLr) by replacing xj for x2
j , and replacing a variable wJ for every

product
∏

j∈J xj , where J ⊂ {1, . . . , p}, and vJk for every product xk

∏

j∈J xj

where J ⊂ {1, . . . , p} and k ∈ {p + 1, . . . , n}. Call the polyhedron defined by

resulting system Xr.

Step 3. Project Xr onto the x-space. Call the resulting polyhedron Kr.

It is easy to see that K0 ⊂ Kp ⊂ . . . ⊂ K1 ⊂ K. Sherali and Adams showed that this

procedure directly yields a linear description of conv(K0).

Theorem 2.3.10 [147] Kp = conv(K0).

The connection to the sequential convexification procedure is:

Theorem 2.3.11 [16] For r = 1, . . . , p, Kr ⊂ P1,...,r(K).

The lift-and-project procedure is closely related to the results of the disjunctive pro-

gramming (DP) [14, 15], the optimization over unions of polyhedra. In fact, the Theorem

2.3.5 states that Pj(K) = conv(P 0 ∪ P 1) where P 0 := K ∩ {x ∈ R
n : xj = 0} and

P 1 := K ∩ {x ∈ R
n : xj = 1}. The inequalities obtained by projecting Mj(K) onto x-

space may be viewed as inequalities obtained from the disjunction of K into P 0 and P 1.

Therefore, lift-and-project is a specialization of DP. We will have a closer look into the issue.
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Theorem 2.3.12 [15] Let Πi := {x ∈ R
n : Ai ≤ bi},∀i ∈ Q, be a finite set of nonempty

polyhedra. Then conv(
⋃

i∈Q Πi) is the set of points x ∈ R
n for which there exists vectors

(yi, yi
0), i ∈ Q, such that

x−
∑

i∈Q

yi = 0

Aiyi − biyi
0 ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ Q

∑

i∈Q

yi
0 = 1

yi
0 ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ Q.

(2.12)

Here, we assume Πi 6= ∅,∀i ∈ Q. If Πk = ∅ for some k ∈ Q, then the Theorem 2.3.12 is still

valid if the following regularity condition holds:

Akyk ≥ 0 implies that yk =
∑

i∈Q∗ yi for some Q∗ ⊂ Q \ {k} such that, ∀i ∈ Q∗, Πi 6= ∅
and Aiyi ≥ 0.

The characterization of the convex hull of a union of polyhedra is contained in the following

theorem, which will play an important role in the design of cutting plane algorithm in

Section 2.4.1. The result is stated as it applied to Pj(K) = conv(P 0 ∪ P 1).

Theorem 2.3.13 [16, 15] Pj(K) = {x ∈ R
n : αx ≤ β,∀(α, β) ∈ P ∗

j (K)},
where P ∗

j (K) is the set of (α, β) ∈ R
n+1 for which there exist vectors u, v ∈ R

m+n+p and

u0, v0 ∈ R satisfying

α−uA− u0ej = 0

α −vA− v0ej = 0

ub = β

v b + v0 = βv

u, v ≥ 0

(2.13)

where ej is the j-th unit vector in R
n.

Further, if K is a full dimensional polyhedron and P 0 6= ∅ 6= P 1, then for any constant

β0 6= 0, αx ≤ β0 defines a facet of Pj(K) if and only if α is an extreme point of P ∗
j (K)β0

,

the polyhedron obtained from P ∗
j (K) by setting β = β0.
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2.3.4. Lagrangian relaxation

Given an IP

cx→ max, x ∈ X (IP)

where X = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : Ax ≤ b}. Let z(x) = max{cx, x ∈ X} and zIP be an optimal value.

Suppose that we can partition the set of constraint inequalities into two subsets, a set of

complicated inequalities A1x ≤ b1 with m1 < m rows, and the inequalities A2x ≤ b2 easy

to solve: A =

(

A1

A2

)

and b =

(

b1

b2

)

. Then dropping the complicated inequalities may lead

to an easier problem cx→ max, x ∈ X1, where X1 = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : A2x ≤ b2}. To regard the

dropped constraints, we add them with penalty parameters to the objective function.

z(λ, x) = cx + λ(b1 −A1x)→ max, x ∈ Q (L)

where Q = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : A2x ≤ b2}, λ ∈ R

m1

+ .

A relaxation obtained through this way is called a Lagrangian relaxation of IP with

respect to the constraints A1x ≤ b1. Note that b1 − A1x ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ X, therefore z(λ, x) ≥
z(x). The relaxation makes sense only if this problem is much easier so solve than the

original problem. The use of Lagrangian methods in discrete optimization were proposed by

Lorie and Savage [103], Everett [52] and Gilmore and Gomory [68]. However, the Lagrangian

method received much attention through the implementing of a successful algorithm for the

traveling salesman problem by Held and Karp [90], and were applied to many combinatorial

optimization problems, including scheduling problems [59] and general IP [144, 60].

By choosing the value λ ∈ R
m1

+ the solution of (L) gives an upper bound to the optimal

objective value of (IP).

zL = max
x∈Q

z(λ, x), zL ≥ zIP

We would like to find the value of λ for the least upper bound. This leads to a dual problem:

zD = min
λ≥0

z(λ, x) (D)

Most schemes for finding λ take as their objective to find the optimal or a near optimal

solution to the above dual problem.

Proposition 2.3.14 zD = max{cx : A1x ≤ b1, x ∈ conv(Q)}.

If for fixed λ, the Lagrangian relaxation becomes easy to solve, then the dual problem can
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be used to get a good lower bound on the (IP) objective. Since assuming that the feasible

set Q = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : A2x ≤ b2} is finite, it can be represented as Q = {xi, i ∈ K, rj , j ∈ Y },

where xi, i ∈ K are the vertices of conv(Q), and ri, i ∈ Y are the extreme rays of conv(Q).

This allows us to represent (D) as the following linear program

zD = min w

w ≥ cxi + λ(b1 −A1xi) ∀i ∈ K

λA1ri ≥ cri ∀i ∈ Y

λ ≥ 0 .

(2.14)

The LP dual of the above problem is the following

zD = max
∑

i∈K

αicx
i +

∑

i∈Y

βicr
i

∑

i∈K

αiA
1xi +

∑

i∈Y

βiA
1ri ≤ b1

∑

i∈K

αi = 1

αi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ K

βi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ Y .

(2.15)

Both problems (2.14) and (2.15) have important impacts on designing the algorithms to

solve (D). The problem (2.14) makes it apparent that z(λ) is the upper envelope of finite

linear functions, and therefore piecewise linear and convex. Minimization of piecewise linear

function over nonnegativity constraint is a widely studied subject and the hill climbing

methods can be applied. The subgradient method is widely developed in the subject to

solve it.

For example, we recall the non-capacitated facility location problem (UFL) that is for-

mulated in Section 2.1. The IP formulation of the problem is:

n
∑

i=1

fixi +
n

∑

i=1

m
∑

j=1

cijyij → min (UFL)
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yij ≤ xi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (2.16)

n
∑

i=1

yij = 1 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (2.17)

xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
yij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (2.18)

The Lagrangian relaxation of UFL with respect to the constraints (2.17) is

n
∑

i=1

fixi +

m
∑

j=1

n
∑

i=1

(cij + λj)yij −
m

∑

j=1

λj −→ min (UFL-L)

yij ≤ xi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
yij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} .

2.4. Cutting plane algorithms

Since the LP is polynomially solvable, most approximation algorithms for IP are based

on the idea of successively construct LP relaxations. The cutting plane algorithm deals

with successively tighter LP relaxations, hopefully, to find integer solution. The idea is to

relax the IP into the LP, solve this LP; and if solution to the LP, say x0, is not integral

then add the inequality into constraint set, which is valid for IP’s feasible set, but not valid

for x0, therefore cuts off the non-integral solution x0.

The implementation of this basic idea leads into different methods how to construct these

cut inequalities. Cutting plane methods were the first systematic technique for the solution

of ILPs. Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson [40] first proposed the cutting plane approach by

successfully solving an example of a large scale traveling salesman problem, and directed

researchers’ attention to the solving of ILPs. Gomory [81, 80] gave a cutting plane method

that guaranteed integer solution in a finite number of steps. We mentioned this algorithm in

Section 2.3.1. There are various problem specific valid inequalities and inequality generation

methods. The efficient method is to construct or choose valid inequalities, which define, if

possible the facets, or at least the faces of the convex hull of the constraint set of IP.
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Since IP is NP-hard, to represent the convex hull of the feasible set X, we need in

general exponentially many inequalities.

Let F be a family of valid inequalities for conv(X) in the form αx ≤ β, (α, β) ∈ F . The

cutting plane procedure can be defined as following.

The basic procedure: Solve the LP relaxation. If the solution x0 is non-integral then

find the (α0, β0) ∈ F that is not valid for x0, α0x > β0, and add it into constraints

to get tighter LP. If solution of LP is integral then we are done; otherwise these steps

are iterated.

In practice, to continue this procedure until to find an integral solution might need much

time, therefore, one stops the procedure when the integral gap is small enough or the

difference between the objective values of two iterations is small enough.

The problem of finding an element of F that cuts off a point x0 is hard. Given a family

of inequalities F and a fractional point x0, the problem of finding an inequality in F that is

violated by x0 or showing that no such inequality exists is called a separation problem for

polyhedron defined by the family of inequalities F . For the integer programs this problem

is not solvable in polynomial time in general. However, there are some special cases where

the polyhedron separation problem is easily solvable. There are also fast approximation

algorithms and heuristics that deal with the separation problem.

It is difficult to construct the cutting inequalities for general IP. For this reason we have

to study the underlying constraint set X, and specifically develop the methods to generate

the cutting inequalities for X. However, in many IP applications the cover inequalities

for the knapsack problem are promising inequalities that lead to successful cutting planes.

In the following we consider the valid inequalities for knapsack problem. We describe the

valid inequalities for knapsack problem and the cutting plane algorithm based on these

inequalities accordingly the description in [].

Assume the constraint set of a 0− 1 knapsack problem

X = {x ∈ {0, 1} :
∑

j∈N

ajxj ≤ b} (2.19)

where N = {1, . . . , n}, aj ∈ Z+, ∀j ∈ N and b ∈ Z+. We assume aj ≤ b, ∀j ∈ N. For

convenience, let us order a1 ≥ a2 ≥ . . . ≥ an. Let C ⊂ N represent the index set of “1”

components of the vector x. Accordingly, let xC denote the 0−1 vector that the components

with indices C are 1’s, and other components are 0’s. A set C is called cover if
∑

j∈C aj > b,
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i.e., xC /∈ X.

Proposition 2.4.1 [13, 119, 160] If C is a cover then

∑

j∈C

xj ≤ |C| − 1 (2.20)

is a valid inequality for X.

The inequality (2.20) is called cover inequality. The cover is minimal if all of its subsets

are not cover. Note that, if a cover I is not minimal, then
∑

j∈I xj ≤ |I| − 1 is the sum of
∑

j∈I′ xj ≤ |I ′| − 1 and xj ≤ 1 for j ∈ I \ I ′, where I ′ is minimal cover. The extension of

cover C, E(C), is the set C ∪ {k ∈ N \ C : ak ≥ aj, ∀j ∈ C}. Note that if I ⊂ E(C) and

|I| ≥ |C| then xI /∈ X. Therefore, we can say:

Proposition 2.4.2 [13, 119] If C is a minimal cover then

∑

j∈E(C)

≤ |C| − 1 (2.21)

is a valid inequality.

Proposition 2.4.3 Let C = {j1, . . . , jr} be a minimal cover with j1 < . . . < jr. If any of

the following conditions holds, then (2.21) gives a facet of conv(X):

C = N ;

E(C) = N and (i) C \ {j1, j2} ∪ {1} is not a cover;

C = E(C) and (ii) C \ {j1} ∪ {k} is a cover, where k = min{j : j ∈ N \E(C)};

C ⊂ E(C) ⊂ N and (i) and (ii).

From this proposition, the following observation can be made.

Corollary 2.4.4 If C is a minimal cover for X and (C1, C2) is any partition of C with

C1 6= ∅, then
∑

j∈C1

xj ≥ |C1| − 1 gives a facet of conv(X(C1, C2)), where X(C1, C2) =

X ∩ {x ∈ {0, 1}n : xj = 0 for j ∈ N \ C, xj = 1 for j ∈ C2}.
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Furthermore, we derive from the cover inequalities another valid inequalities, the lifted

cover inequalities (LCIs) [17, 119, 160]. By lifting up all the variables j ∈ N \ C (i.e.,

considering xj = 1), and lifting down all the variables j ∈ C2 (i.e., considering xj = 0) we

obtain a facet defining lifted cover inequality for the conv(X).

Proposition 2.4.5 If C is a minimal cover for X and (C1, C2) is a partition of C with

C1 6= ∅, then conv(X) has a facet represented by LCI

∑

j∈C1

xj +
∑

j∈N\C
αjxj +

∑

j∈C2

γjxj ≤ |C1| − 1 +
∑

j∈C2

γj (2.22)

where αj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ N \ C, and γj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ C2.

Note, that lifting-up is used to strengthen the cover inequality, since αj = 0 suffices for

validity, and lifting-down is used to ensure validity, since γj = 0 does not yield a valid

inequality. The special case occurs when we take C2 = ∅ and C = C1, then the resulting

inequalities are called simple LCI:

∑

j∈C

xj +
∑

j∈N\C
αjxj ≤ |C| − 1. (2.23)

In the separation problem for LCIs the C ⊆ N is unknown and given a x∗ ∈ R
n \{0, 1}n

(non-integral), we want to find a C (assuming that one exists) with
∑

j∈C aj > b and
∑

j∈C x∗
j > |C| − 1. Let z ∈ {0, 1}n be the characteristic vector of the cover C. Then such

a cover can be found, or shown not to exist, by solving the following problem:

ζ = min{
∑

j∈N

(1− x∗
j)zj :

∑

j∈N

ajzj ≥ b + 1, z ∈ {0, 1}n}. (2.24)

Proposition 2.4.6 Let ζ and C be the optimal solution of separation problem for LCI (2.24).

Then

1) If ζ ≥ 1, then x∗ satisfies all the cover inequalities for X;

2) If ζ < 1, then
∑

j∈C

xj ≤ |C| − 1 is the most violated cover inequality for X and it is

violated by the value of 1− ζ.

The separation problem (2.24) is a knapsack problem, which is NP-hard. In practice (2.24)

is solved by fast heuristics approximately. The further details on computation of LCIs and

the experimental studies are given in [83, 84].
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2.4.1. Cutting plane algorithms for 0-1 IPs

We present the cutting plane algorithm using lifted cover inequalities for general 0-1

integer programming problem. Consider

∑

j∈N

cjxj → max

∑

j∈N

aijxj ≤ bi i = 1, . . . ,m

x ∈ {0, 1}n

(BIP)

Without loss of generality, assume that aij ≥ 0, for all i = 1, . . . , n j = 1, . . . ,m, and bj ≥ 0,

i = 1, . . . ,m, i.e., the elements of constraint matrices are not negative. (If aij < 0, by

complementing variables we replace xi = 1−yi and a′ij = −aij, b′i = bi−
∑

i:aij<0
aij) Therefore

every row of the constraints can be viewed as knapsack inequalities. This motivates the use

of the LCIs in the cutting plane algorithm.

The separation problem for LCI is solved in two phases. First, we try to find the most

violated cover inequality, then in the second phase we lift the identified cover inequality

regardless of whether it is violated. Even if the cover inequality is valid, the LCI can be

violated. Recall that lifted cover inequalities are of the form

∑

j∈C1

xj +
∑

j∈N\C
αjxj +

∑

j∈C2

γjxj ≤ |C1| − 1 +
∑

j∈C2

γj (2.25)

where C is a minimal cover, C1 ∪ C2 = C and C1 ∩ C2 = ∅. The coefficients (αj) and (γj)

can be chosen such that (2.25) defines a facet of the knapsack convex hull. Padberg [118,

119] proposed a recursive procedure for calculating the coefficients – a sequential lifting

procedure [160, 165].

The performance of the cutting plane algorithm based on LCIs depends on the choice of

the lifting sequence, since the different lifting sequences lead to different inequalities. Gu,

Nemhauser and Savelsbergh [84] have shown that given a minimal cover, the problem of

identifying a lifting sequence that leads to the most violated LCI is NP-hard even for the

simple LCIs.

Let x∗ ∈ R
n be a nonintegral optimal solution to the LP relaxation of (BIP) and

L = {j ∈ N : x∗
j = 0} and U = {j ∈ N : x∗

j = 1}. Since the lifting coefficients for
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the variables xj , ∀j ∈ L ∪ U , have no effect on the violence of the LCI, the integral valued

variables are lifted after the fractional valued variables. There are several methods available

for ordering the fractional variables. A natural one is using the order of nonincreasing

absolute difference between current LP value and projected value, because the larger this

difference is, there is more effect on violation. Another option is to lift them in order

of nondecreasing magnitude of reduced costs [93]. The logic behind this sequence is that

variables with a reduced cost of small magnitude are more important, at least locally, than

variables with a reduced cost far away from 0. Yet another option is an adaptive greedy

order [132], which only applies to fractional variables that have to be lifted up. In each

step, the variable with the highest contribution to the left hand side of the LCI is lifted, i.e.,

αjx
∗
j is computed for each j ∈ N \ C, that is not yet lifted up and the variable for which

αjx
∗
j is maximum is selected.

The efficient computation of lifting coefficients has an important role in the use of LCIs.

Given a lifting sequence of variables in N \ C1, the lifting coefficients can be computed by

solving a series of related 0-1 knapsack problems [17]. The computational aspects of deter-

mining the lifting coefficients for cover inequalities have been studied, especially for simple

LCIs. The lifting coefficients can be determined approximately or exactly due to algorithm

design and desired computational time. Some algorithms compute the lifting coefficients

exactly [132, 113]. The underlying 0-1 knapsack problem can be solved by dynamic pro-

gramming efficiently, because of the small size of the coefficients. Some algorithms compute

the coefficients approximately [38].

The best known algorithm that computes the lifting coefficients exactly uses dynamic

programming to solve a reformulation of the lifting knapsack problem in which the roles

of the objective and constraints are reversed [113, 165]. By this dynamic programming

algorithm, computing all the lifting coefficients takes O(|C|n) time for simple LCIs, and

O(|C|n3) time for LCIs, if the fractional variables are lifted first, the variables with 1 values

are lifted next, then the variables with value 0 are lifted at last.

Now we shortly outline the cutting plane algorithm with LCIs as follows. As an initial

LP relaxation constraint set we take X1
R = {x ∈ R

n
+ : Ax ≤ b, x ≤ 1}.

Set t = 1.

Iteration t:

Step 1. Solve the relaxation zt
R = max{cx : x ∈ Xt

R}, and let xt be an optimal

solution.
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Step 2. Optimality test : Stop if stopping criterion satisfies.

Step 3. 3.1. For each row of the constraints
∑

j∈N
aijxj ≤ bi, i = 1, . . . ,m, solve

the separation problem that restated as knapsack problem to obtain a

cover C. (cover inequality may not be violated by xt);

3.2. Lift the cover inequality:

a. Using some predefined lifting sequence compute the lifting coeffi-

cients.

b. If the resulted inequality is violated by xt then goto step (c).

b.1. Else, choose k = arg max
j∈C

aijx
t
j. Set C2 = {k} and by lifting pro-

cedure generate a facet defining inequality for conv(X(k)) from the

cover C\{k}, where X(k) = {x ∈ {0, 1}n−1 :
∑

j∈N\{k}
aijxj ≤ bi−aik}.

b.2. Convert this inequality into a facet defining inequality for conv(X)

of the form (2.25) by lifting back in the variable xk.

b.3. Check the resulted inequality for violation. Steps (b.1)–(b.2) can be

repeated for different choices of k until violation yields or stopping

criterion satisfies.

c. Let resulting LCIs be πixt > πi
0.

Step 4. Add the obtained inequalities into constraint set

Xt+1
R = Xt

R ∩ {x ∈ R
n
+ : πix ≤ πi

0}.

Set t← t + 1.

Another cutting plane algorithm for 0-1 mixed integer programs is derived from the lift-

and-project approach which is discussed in Section 2.3.3. Setting the index j in sequential

convexification procedure as the index of component of fractional solution x∗, and using the

“normalization set” in the corresponding linear program, the valid inequality that cuts off

the x∗ yields. Recall the 0-1 mixed integer program (2.7)

cx→ max x ∈ K0 (MIP)

where K0 = {x ∈ R
n
+ : A0x ≤ b0, xj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 1, . . . , p}, and let K = {x ∈ R

n
+ :

Ax ≤ b} be LP relaxation constraint set. For the cuts the facets of Pj(K) are used. We
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generate inequalities αx ≤ β such that (α, β) is an extreme ray of the cone P ∗
j (K) of the

Theorem 2.3.13. This can be done by solving the LP

max{aα + bβ : (α, β) ∈ P ∗
j (K) ∩ S} (2.26)

where (a, b) ∈ R
n+1 is a vector that determines the direction of the cut, P ∗

j (K) is the

polyhedral cone defined by (2.13), and here S is a “normalization” set, which is aimed to

truncate the cone P ∗
j (K). The cutting plane algorithm [16] is outlined below.

Step 1. Set t← 1. K1 ← K = {x ∈ R
n : Ax ≤ b}.

Step 2. Find xt ← arg max
x∈Kt

cx. If xt
j ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , p, then stop.

Step 3. For j ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that 0 < xt
j < 1, find

atαj + btβj := max{atα + btβ : (α, β) ∈ P ∗
j (Kt) ∩ S}.

Step 4. Define Kt+1 by adding to the constraints of Kt the cuts αjx ≤ βj generated in

Step 3.

Step 5. Set t← t + 1 and go to Step 2.

Cutting Plane Algorithm For Maximum Cut Problem

Let us consider the max-cut problem on a given graph G = (V,E) with a weight

function on the edge set c : E → R
+
0 . We consider an edge-model of the max-cut. Let

y ∈ R
|E| denote the incidence vector of the cut: ye = 1 if an edge e is on the cut, and ye = 0

otherwise. We write yS when y represents the cut S. A cut polytope P cut(G) of the graph

G is a convex hull of edge-characteristic vectors of all cuts:

P cut(G) := conv{yS |S ⊆ E} ⊂ R
|E| .

As introduced in [20], we assume following inequalities

0 ≤ ye ≤ 1 for all e ∈ E (2.27)
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and
∑

e∈F

ye −
∑

e∈C\F
ye ≤ |F | − 1 for each cycle C, F ⊆ C, |F | odd. (2.28)

Note that, for each cycle C,
∑

e∈C ye is an even number. Barahona and Mahjoub [20]

showed when the above inequalities define the facets of P cut(G).

Theorem 2.4.7 ([20])

(i) An inequality (2.28) defines a facet of P cut(G) if and only if C is a chordless cycle.

(ii) The inequalities (2.27) define facets of P cut(G) if and only if e does not belong to any

triangle of G.

To design a cutting plane algorithm for the max-cut problem by incorporating the

inequalities (2.28), there must exist an efficient method to solve the separation problem. We

describe a polynomial algorithm [20] to solve the separation problem for inequalities (2.28).

Let us write these inequalities as

∑

e∈C\F
ye +

∑

e∈F

(1− ye) ≥ 1 for a cycle C, F ⊆ C, |F | odd.

For a given non-integral y we are looking for a minimum weighted cycle such that some

edges have the weight yij, and an odd number of edges have the weight 1− yij. From given

graph G we construct a new graph G′ by assigning two nodes i′ and i′′ for every node i of

G. For every edge e = (i, j) of G we draw edges (i′j′) and (i′′j′′) with weight yij, and edges

(i′j′′) and (i′′j′) with weight 1− yij. For node i we find the shortest path between i′ to i′′

on G′. By taking the minimum over all nodes of the lengths of corresponding shortest path,

we find the weight of the cycle that we are looking for. Now, if the inequality (2.28) for the

resulted cycle is not valid at y, then this inequality cuts off y. The separation problem is

efficiently solvable since the shortest path is polynomially solvable.

Through cutting the relaxed polyhedron only by inequalities of type (2.28) we might

end up with nonintegral solution ŷ because the complete description of inequalities is not

known to describe the P cut(G) and there is no efficient algorithm to generate further facet

defining or valid inequalities. Barahona and Mahjoub [20] showed that the cut polytope of

the graph not contractible to K5 is completely describable by the inequalities (2.27) and

(2.28), by incorporating Seymours “Sums of Circuits Property” [143].

Theorem 2.4.8 ([20]) A graph G is not contractible to K5 if and only if P cut(G) is defined
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by following inequalities:

0 ≤ ye ≤ 1, for each edge e that does not belong to a triangle,

∑

e∈F

ye −
∑

e∈C\F
ye ≤ |F | − 1 for each chordless cycle C, F ⊆ C, |F | odd.

An important corollary of this theorem is:

Corollary 2.4.9 The max-cut problem is solvable in polynomial time on graphs not con-

tractible to K5.

2.5. Branch and Bound Algorithms

One of the mostly used and very strong methods to solve integer programs is branch

and bound approach. Branch and bound (B&B) algorithms are widely used to solve the

optimization problems, including not only the integer programming problems, but also

nonlinear optimization problems. An early development of branch and bound algorithms

is given by Land and Doig [101] on applications to integer programming and mixed integer

programming. Dakin [39] modified Land and Doig’s algorithm to make it easier for computer

implementation and made it possible to apply for nonlinear mixed integer programs.

Branch and bound method divides the given problem into subproblems that are ef-

ficiently solvable. In other words, it partitions the solution space into the collection of

subspaces and search for solution in the subspaces with the hope that it performs the

search only in fraction of the collection until it finds the optimal or suboptimal solution.

For integer programming application we can describe two procedures of branch and bound

method as follows.

Branching process partitions the continuous solution space into subspaces, with an in-

tention to exclude the part of continuous space that violates the (some of) integer

constraints. This exclusion is done by introducing new constraints that are necessary

to produce integer constraints, but by not loosing the feasible integer solutions. In

other words, the resulting collection of subproblems’ feasible solutions cover all of the

feasible solutions of primary problem.
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Bounding process produces the decision: whether the subproblems should be split further

(the solution subspaces should be concerned further). Each of the subproblems’ opti-

mal solutions gives an upper bound for optimal objective value. If this upper bound

is lower than an objective value of the existing feasible solution, then this subproblem

and the corresponding subspace are no more interesting for the search.

We describe the Dakin’s algorithm [39] for (mixed) integer programs. Given an IP

cx→ max, x ∈ X (2.29)

where X = {x ∈ Z
n
+ : Ax ≤ b}. Let z(x) = max{cx, x ∈ X} and zIP be an optimal value.

The algorithm starts by solving the LP relaxation

cx→ max, x ∈ P (2.30)

where P = {x ∈ R
n
+ : Ax ≤ b}. Let x0 be an obtained optimal solution of (2.30). In a

case that x0 is integral, so this is also optimal for (2.29). In a case that x0 is fractional,

then we consider a partitioning of the solution space. There exists at least one component

(variable) of x0, which is fractional. Let x0
j be a fractional component. Then to escape

from the LP-solution that yields non-integral value for the variable xj , we consider two

constraints

xj ≤ ⌊x0
j⌋ and xj ≥ ⌊x0

j⌋+ 1 .

By adding each of these constraints into the constraint set of (2.30), we obtain two sub-

problems

cx→ max, x ∈ P ∩ {xj ≤ ⌊x0
j⌋} (2.31)

and

cx→ max, x ∈ P ∩ {xj ≥ ⌊x0
j⌋+ 1} . (2.32)

We solve these subproblems (LPs) and repeat the procedure for each of the two solutions so

obtained. The iteration of algorithm continues with depth-first search. This is because the

subproblem differs from its parent problem by only one constraint on one variable. There-

fore, previous LP-solution can be used for dual simplex restart to solve the subproblems

quickly.

The bounding process is simple. If LP relaxation delivers integral optimal solution xk
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then we do not divide this subproblem further. If an objective value at xk is greater than an

objective value at the current incumbent x̂, cxk > cx̂, then x̂ = xk. If at any iteration of the

algorithm LP relaxation delivers optimal solution, of which the objective value is less than

the objective value at current incumbent, then this LP relaxation is no more partitioned.

The algorithm stops when no more subproblems to be divided, and the current incumbent

is returned as optimal solution to the primary problem (2.29).

B&B for Maximum Satisfiability Problem

In the following we consider a branch and bound algorithm for the weighted maximum

satisfiability problem. Since the variables can take only false or true (0 or 1) values we

divide the search space into subspaces by setting the value of an underlying (branching)

variable into 0 or 1. Assume that we are given a CNF-formula F with m clauses on a set

of n variables X and a positive weight wC ∈ R
+ associated to each clause C of F . Let

X = {x1, . . . , xn}. We are looking for a truth assignment T ∗ that maximizes the total

weight of satisfied clauses

W (T ∗) =
∑

C∈F :
T satisfies C

wC −→ max

We can formulate the objective possibly by minimizing the sum of weights of the unsatisfied

clauses.

The set of feasible solutions or the search space is the set of vertices of an n-dimensional

hypercube {x : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} ⊂ R
n. At the start of the algorithm none of the variables’ values

are fixed. Then at each step of the algorithm we find a partial assignment by assigning a

value to some variable. By fixing a value of some variable – assigning a value 0 or 1 – we

create two subproblems, in other words, we search in the unique cubes of one dimension

lower than the previous cube. If we assign the value 0 or 1 to each of variables, then we

find a feasible solution. So, the branching process is simple.

The bounding process is an essential factor for the branch and bound algorithm. For

the max-sat problem we can give also a simple bounding process. There are fast heuristics

available for the max-sat problem [141, 140, 122, 131, 87]. With such heuristic methods

we can obtain a lower bound to the optimal objective value and an upper bound to the

weight of unsatisfied clauses in the optimal solution. Even, any random assignment delivers
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these bounds to the optimal solution value. Identifying a “good” solution before starting

the search will help us to avoid the examining of the non-promising sub-spaces of the search

space. For some solution x let u(x) denote the weight of unsatisfied clauses at x. Let x̂

denote the current incumbent solution. If the weight of the unsatisfied clauses that consist

of only the literals those were already assigned the values is more than u(x̂) – the weight of

unsatisfied clauses of the best assignment so far – then the extending this partial solution

will not yield a better solution. Therefore, we do not divide this subset of the search space

further. The initial solution found by some fast heuristic or by a random assignment delivers

the first trivial bound to the weight of unsatisfied clauses. When the 0 or 1 values assigned

to all variables, we have new incumbent solution, and we update the u(x̂).

Branch and bound algorithms for the maximum satisfiability problem are presented

in many literatures, including Hansen and Jaumard [86], Wallace and Freuder [159], Nie-

dermeier and Rossmanith [115], Borchers and Furman [30], Hirsch [92], Alsinet, Manja and

Planes [3] and Shen and Zhang [145, 146]. The most of these algorithms incorporate the vari-

ants of the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) backtracking procedure [41], that

implicitly enumerates all possible truth assignments for the satisfiability problem. These

algorithms differ from each other first by branching process, in which the variable is chosen

for the branching, and second by the bounding process, in which the bounding functions

are incorporated. These factors are essential on yielding efficient and fast algorithm. Some

algorithms use preprocessing procedure to intend the search set become substantially small.

Here we want to mention that these branch and bound algorithms need much time to finish

in order to find an optimal solution. In the experimental studies of the state of the art

branch and bound algorithms [145] it is reported that these algorithms required long com-

puting time to the max-2-sat instances with up to 200 variables and 3500 clauses. Even

to some instances there was no optimal solution found after exhaustive computing time (2

hours). The reported experiments were carried out in the similar computing environment

to one, in which our experimental study of the linear programming based heuristic method

were performed (Section 5.3).

2.6. Branch and Cut Algorithms

The term “branch and cut” was coined by Padberg and Rinaldi [117] that they proposed

the algorithm for the TSP. A branch and cut (B&C) algorithm [82] is an extension of branch
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and bound approach that incorporates the cutting planes to tighten the search space. In

branch and cut algorithm, in each generated sub-problem, additionally, a family of cutting

planes are added into constraint set to even more tighten the LP-relaxation.

We start similarly to branch and bound approach by solving the LP relaxation of the

integer program. If the LP optimal basis solution is nonintegral we add cutting planes to the

LP constraint set that cut off this nonintegral solution. To result an efficient algorithm, the

inequalities that define the facets of feasible set (polyhedron) – the convex hull of feasible

solutions – are generated and added to the LP relaxations.

The cutting planes can be valid for only considering subset of feasible set or can be

globally valid for all feasible solutions. But, the inequalities used or generated in branch

and cut algorithms in the most cases are valid for the whole feasible set and simulates

the polyhedral structure of IP. With this feature the branch and cut algorithm differs

significantly from traditional cutting planes such as Gomory cuts [81].

Since the cutting planes or the facet defining inequalities are more polyhedral in nature,

it is convenient to particularly consider the problem for which the branch and cut algorithm

to be developed. We take a look in to an algorithm for the max-cut problem proposed by

Barahona and Ladányi [19]. Let us consider the edge-model of the max-cut problem on a

given weighted graph G = (V,E) with a weight function c : E → R+, for each edge e ∈ E

there is a nonnegative weight ce is given. Let yS = {ye, ∀e ∈ E} denote the characteristic

vector of cut S: ye = 1 if e on the cut – the nodes connected through e on the different

sides of cut, ye = 0 otherwise.

Our aim is to formulate the LP relaxations in the sub-problems that are tighter (closer)

to the cut polytope P cut(G), the convex hull of all characteristic vectors of cuts, P cut(G) =

conv({yS |S ⊆ V }) ⊂ R
|E|.

Recall the cycle inequality (2.28) that defines the facet of cut: polyhedron P cut(G).

∑

y∈F

ye −
∑

y∈C\F
≤ |F | − 1 for cycle C and F ⊆ C, |F | odd. (2.33)
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Then the linear programming relaxation of the max-cut problem is

∑

e∈E

ce ye −→ max

∑

y∈F

ye −
∑

y∈C\F
≤ |F | − 1

ye ≥ 0

ye ≤ 1

where C is a cycle and F ⊆ C has odd number of elements.

At the start we formulate an LP relaxation by introducing the inequalities (2.33) for

some triangles of G. We solve the resulting LP. If the optimal basis solution of this LP

yields to be an integral solution, then it is an optimal cut. Otherwise we generate more

facet defining inequalities of type (2.33), which cut off the non-integral solution. In [19]

a fast heuristic is applied to separate the nonintegral solution, instead of the polynomial

time separation algorithm of [20]. The heuristic separation is as follows. Let x̂ be the

non-integral point to be separated. We define the graph G′ = (V ′, E′) identical to the G,

but different on edge-weights. For each edge e = (ij) ∈ E, we draw an edge e′ = (i′j′) ∈ E′

with weight c′e = ce max(x̂e, 1 − x̂e). Then find a maximum weighted spanning tree T ′ of

G′. We partition the edges of T ′ into two subsets T ′
1 and T ′

2. For an edge e′ ∈ T ′, if the

corresponding variable x̂e′ ≥ 1 − x̂e′ then the adjacent nodes of e′ should be on different

sides of the cut. We add these edges into the subset T ′
1. Otherwise, if x̂e′ < 1 − x̂e′ then

the adjacent nodes of edge e′ should be on the same side of the cut. We add these edges

into the subset T ′
2. By this partition the edges of T ′

1 define a heuristic cut H. For an edge

e′ /∈ T ′ we add it into T ′ and consider the created cycle C. If e′ ∈ H then by setting F = T ′
1

we test the violation of the inequality (2.33). If the inequality is violated, then we found

the sets C and F . If e′ /∈ H then we set F = T ′
1 ∪ {e′}. If we cannot generate facet defining

inequality then we start the branching and divide the problem into sub-problems.

There are many considerations to be taken care to result the efficient implementations of

branch and cut algorithms, such as which family of inequalities should be used, how many

inequalities can be added into the constraint set and on which variable should be branched.

Since there must be the LPs solved repeatedly, one consideration is to use fast heuristics

to solve the LPs instead of using the simplex based method. For example, Barahona and

Ladániy [19] proposed branch and cut algorithms for the problems of spanning tree on
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graphs and maximum cut, which apply the volume algorithm [18] to the LP relaxations.

The surveys of the branch and cut algorithms can be found in Jünger et al. [96] and

Caprara and Fischett [32].

For comprehensive understanding the subject of integer programming and the related

theories in more detail, the reader is referred to the books by Nemhauser and Wolsey [113]

and by Wolsey [161].



Chapter 3

State of the Art

In this chapter we review the computational aspects, the algorithmic results for the

maximum cut and maximum satisfiability problems, and heuristic methods for solving them.

Additionally, we briefly review the algorithmic results for the longest path problem. The

review of the LP-based hybrid approaches, which are the hybridizations of LP and the

metaheuristics, is the content of the last part of this chapter.

The reader is referred to Poljak and Tuza [128] for a comprehensive survey of the max-

cut problem. The comprehensive overviews of the max-sat problem have been given by

Hansen and Jaumard [86], and also by Battiti and Protasi [23].

3.1. Algorithmic Results for the Max-Cut and Max-SAT

Let P be an optimization problem (maximization) and each valid instance I of P comes

with a nonempty set of feasible solutions and optimal objective value OPT (I) > 0. An

algorithm A, that finds for each instance I of P the solution with objective value at least

ρOPT (I) (for some ρ < 1) in polynomial time , is called ρ-approximation algorithm for P

and ρ is called approximation ratio of A.

For each instance I of P and each ǫ > 0, if an algorithm A finds in polynomial time

the solution with objective value at least (1− ǫ)OPT (I), then A is called Polynomial Time

Approximation Scheme (PTAS).

A simple greedy algorithm gives 1
2–approximation for the max-cut [136], thus 1

4–

approximation for the directed max-cut, and 1
2–approximation for the max-2-sat [65].

41
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For the simple max-cut problem in connected graphs Poljak and Turźık [126] have de-

signed an approximation algorithm, that finds a cut with at least 1
2m + 1

4 (n − 1) edges,

with running time of O(n3). Ngoc and Tuza [114] have improved the running time bound

as follows:

Theorem 3.1.1 [114] For any connected graph, a cut with at least 1
2m + 1

4(n − 1) edges

can be found in O(m) steps.

For weighted case there is a following result.

Theorem 3.1.2 [126] For every instance of the max-cut problem with graph G and weight

function c, a cut with weight at least

1

2

∑

e∈E

ce +
1

4
min
T⊂E

∑

e∈T

ce

can be found by an algorithm of running time O(mn), where the minimum is taken over all

spanning trees T of G.

Yannakakis [163] gave an 3
4–approximation algorithm for the max-2-sat problem:

Theorem 3.1.3 [163] The max-2-sat can be approximated with ratio 3
4 within running

time of O(m).

Two decades after the proposition of the simple algorithm for the max-cut problem it was

still an open question how to improve the approximation constant factor 1
2 . A significant

improvement on approximation ratios was achieved by Goemans and Williamson[79] using

semidefinite programming (SDP), who gave algorithms with approximation ratio 0.79607

for the directed max-cut and with approximation ratio 0.87856 for the max-2-sat,

respectively.

Theorem 3.1.4 [79] There is a 0.87856–approximation algorithm for the nonnegative-

weighted max-cut problem.

Delorme and Poljak [47, 46, 48] developed a theory of eigenvalue bounds and showed

that eigenvalue minimization can be used to obtain upper bounds on the maximum cut.

They showed that eigenvalue bound provides very good bound on the maximum cut (for
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nonnegative weighted graphs) in practice and studied the worst case ratio between the

eigenvalue bound and the maximum cut. The worst-case graph was a 5-cycle where the

ratio is 32
25+5

√
5

= 0.8844 . . ., but they were unable to prove the worst case ratio.

A lot of work has been done to improve the approximation ratios of Goemans and

Williamson. Feige and Goemans [53] have improved the ratio to 0.859387 for the directed

max-cut problem and 0.931090 for the max-2-sat problem using a rotation technique on

the vectors (solutions) found by semidefinite programming relaxation. Zwick [166] achieved

the ratios of 0.859643 and 0.931091 for the directed max-cut and max-2-sat prob-

lems, respectively. Matuura and Matsui [106, 107] have obtained ratios of 0.863 for the

directed max-cut and 0.935 for the max-2-sat, using hyperplane separation technique

with skewed distribution functions on the sphere. Lewin, Livnat and Zwick [102] have ob-

tained algorithms with even better approximation ratios through combining and improving

the techniques and results used and developed by Matuura and Matsui, and Feige and Goe-

mans, of at least 0.874 for the directed max-cut and at least 0.940 for the max-2-sat

problem.

For some graph classes these problems are efficiently solvable.

Theorem 3.1.5 [6] There are PTASs for dense instances of the directed-max-cut,

|A| = Θ(|V |2), and of max-2-sat, |F | = Θ(|X|2).

On planar graphs, the max-cut problem is polynomially solvable [85, 116]. Moreover,

the max-cut problem is polynomially solvable on graphs not contractible to K5 [20] (see

Corollary 2.4.9). The variation of the max-3-sat problem where every clause consists of

exactly 3 literals and the number of occurrences of each variable is exactly 3, is polynomially

solvable [120].

3.1.1. Non-approximability Results

It is interesting to see how far could we go in order to increase the approximation ratios,

in other words how close could we reach to 1.0. Nevertheless, the directed max-cut and

the max-k-sat problems are APX -complete [121]. Arora et al.[7, 8] showed that there is

no PTAS for directed max-cut unless P = NP .

Theorem 3.1.6 [7] There exists no PTAS for directed max-cut problem unless P =

NP
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The following non-approximability results showed by H̊astad [89].

Theorem 3.1.7 [89] For any ǫ > 0 and k ≥ 3, it is NP-hard to approximate

max-e2-sat problem within a factor 21
22 + ǫ;

max-ek-sat problem within a factor 1− 2−k + ǫ;

simple max-cut problem within a factor 16
17 + ǫ;

directed simple max-cut problem within a factor 11
12 + ǫ.

Crescenzi et al. [37] showed that a version of max-cut problem, where each edge has

a nonnegative integer weight, is as hard to approximate as the simple max-cut. They

also showed that the weighted max-e2-sat problem, where clause-weights are nonnegative

integers, is as hard to approximate as max-e2-sat. Consequently, the non-approximability

results in Theorem 3.1.7 hold for the nonnegative (integer) weighted versions of the specified

problems.

The two natural ways to model the max-cut problem are, (i) modeling the cut by using

the variables defined on the node set V of the graph – a node model, and (ii) defining the

variables on the edge set E of the graph – an edge model [125]. We consider the edge model.

Let yS : E → {0, 1} be an edge-characteristic vector of the cut S ⊂ V , i.e. ye = 1 if and

only if e = (v,w) crosses the cut, otherwise ye = 0. A cut polytope P cut(G) of the graph G

is the convex hull of the edge-characteristic vectors of all cuts:

P cut(G) := conv{yS |S ⊂ V } ⊂ R
E.

It is convenient to assume the extended weight function into complete graph, by setting the

weights of edges that are not in (given) edge set to 0: cvw = 0 for (v,w) /∈ E. We define by

P cut
n the cut polytope P cut(Kn) of complete graph Kn. In fact, P cut(G) is a projection of

P cut
n . Then y ∈ R(n

2) and the max-cut problem can be formulated as

cty −→ max, y ∈ P cut
n ⊂ R

(n

2).

Intractability of the problem lies on the fact that the complete description of the cut

polyhedron P cut(G) through the linear inequalities is actually not known. However, the

facet defining and valid inequalities have been studied [20]. For example, the triangle
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inequalities are valid for cut polytope, and define all the facets of P cut(G) of which |V | = 3.

Moreover, the triangle inequalities define the facets of P cut
n .

The simple LP-relaxation of the problem is to optimize the max-cut over fractional

polytope Pmet(G), which is defined by the triangle inequalities:

yuv ≤ yvw + yuw for all u, v,w ∈ V

yuv + yvw + yuw ≤ 2 for all u, v,w ∈ V

yvw ≤ 1 for all v,w ∈ V

yvw ≥ 0 for all v,w ∈ V.

Then we obtain a relaxation of the max-cut problem

∑

1≤v<w≤n

cvw yvw −→ max y ∈ Pmet(G). (3.1)

Poljak and Tuza [127] have shown that the integrality gap of the relaxation (3.1) is 1
2 + ǫ

for any ǫ > 0, which is the minimum ratio of the maximum cut and the objective value at

the optimal fractional solution, where the minimum is taken over all graphs G.

Since the max-cut problem is APX -complete, the question is how far can we increase

the integrality gap, i.e., can we write an LP relaxation with higher integrality gap? De

la Vega and Kenyon-Mathieu [45] have shown that the integrality gap for the max-cut

problem can not be increased more than 1
2 + ǫ after doing small numbers of Sherali-Adams

lift-and-project rounds [148], analogously to the integrality gap 2 − ǫ shown for the vertex

cover problem [5].

Theorem 3.1.8 [45] Let ǫ > 0 and t be fixed. The integrality gap of LP relaxation obtained

from Pmet(G) by doing the t rounds of Sherali-Adams lift-and-project is at most 1
2 + ǫ.

Note that, the set of inequalities derivable in O(1) rounds can be exponentially large, but

as long as it comes with a polynomial separation oracle, therefore tractable by the Ellipsoid

method. For dense graphs, the integrality gap is 1− ǫ, ∀ǫ > 0.

3.2. Algorithmic Results for the Longest Path Problem

The longest path problem is well-known to be NP-hard [98].
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Theorem 3.2.1 [139] Given a directed graph G = (V,A) and vertices s, t ∈ V , finding the

longest s− t path is NP-hard.

Monien [111] gave an algorithm that finds path of length k in time O(k!nm) if such a

path exists in any undirected graph. His algorithm finds in Hamiltonian graphs paths of

length Ω(log n/ log log n) in polynomial time. Karger, Motwani and Ramkumar [97] showed

that in 1-tough graph (1-tough means that by removing any k vertices from the graph, the

graph can not be decomposed into more than k connected components [97]) a path of length

Ω(log n) can be found in polynomial time and for Hamiltonian graphs a path of length k,

k ≤ n, can be found in O(m + k2!) time. Actually in [97] it was shown that there are

1-tough graphs which do not have paths longer than Ω(log n), therefore the result is tight

in that respect. Fürer and Raghavachari [62] gave the same result for Hamiltonian graphs,

i.e., a path of length Ω(log n) can be found in polynomial time.

Alon, Yuster and Zwick [2] presented tighter bounds by introducing a randomized

method color-coding. Their algorithm finds the longest path if the longest path has size of

Θ(log n), else it finds a path of length Ω(log n). Vishwanathan [156] presented an algorithm

which finds a path of length O((log n/ log log n)2) for Hamiltonian graphs. Björklund and

Husfeldt [28] presented an algorithm that finds a path of length Ω((log k/ log log k)2) in a

graph with longest path of length k, which gives the performance ratio of O(n(log log n)2/ log2 n).

Gabow [63] presented an algorithm, that finds a cycle through a given vertex v of length

exp(Ω(
√

log ℓ/ log log ℓ)) in an undirected graph in polynomial time. Here, ℓ is the length

of the longest cycle through the given node v of degree 2. This suggests the same bound

for the longest cycle, longest path between two given nodes, and longest path problems.

Gabow’s algorithm is based on the results of Björklund and Husfeldt [63].

The non-approximability results are mainly due to Karger, Motwani and Ramkumar [97].

They showed that there exists no constant factor approximation algorithm for the longest

path problem unless P = NP , even for the graphs with maximum degree of 4. Moreover,

they showed that the longest path has no PTAS for Hamiltonian graphs. Bazgan, Santha

and Tuza [25] showed that a similar result holds for an even smaller class of graphs: the

longest path is not constant factor approximable and has no PTAS in cubic Hamiltonian

graphs unless P = NP .

De la Vega and Karpinski [44] showed that the longest path is MAX − SNP-hard

for “dense” instances. More specifically, they showed that for the graphs with minimum

degree d |V |, 0 < d < 1/2, the longest path isMAX −SNP-hard and that the longest
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path has no PTAS when restricted to Hamiltonian graphs with minimum degree of d |V |,
where 0 < d < 1/2.

For the directed case of the problem, Björklund, Husfeldt and Khanna [29] showed that

the longest path problem can not be approximated within a factor of n1−ǫ for any ǫ > 0

unless P = NP . In particular, the result holds for directed graphs with bounded outdegree

that contain a Hamiltonian cycle.

3.3. Theoretical Bound for the Max-2-SAT

For a certain class of the max-2-sat instances the theoretical bounds to the expected

optimal value of the objective are given. We describe this class of instances – the random

instances.

Let (n ∈ Z
+,m ∈ Z

+,X = {x1, . . . , xn}, Z = {z1, . . . , zm}, wj = 1, j = 1, . . . ,m) be

an instance of the max-2-sat problem (with uniform weights). Let Z be the set of all

clauses of length 2, where each clause is consisting of two distinct variables. The variables

are {x1, . . . , xn, x1, . . . , xn}. As random instance we assume that the clauses z1, . . . , zm are

distributed uniformly and independently in Z. We consider the case m
n → c, c constant, as

n→∞. Let random variable f∗(n,m) denote the optimal solution of the random instance

of size (n,m).

The following asymptotic bounds for the expectation of value of random variable f∗(n,m)

are given by Coppersmith et. al. [35]. Before giving the statement, note that the notation

f(n) . g(n) indicates that f is less than or equal to g asymptotically: lim
n→∞

sup f(n)
g(n) → 1.

Theorem 3.3.1 [35] For c large,

(3

4
c +

(

1− oc(1)
)√

c

√
8− 1

3
√

π

)

n . E (f∗(n, cn)) .
(3

4
c +
√

c

√

3ln(2)

8

)

n . (3.2)

In Theorem 3.3.1, the factor 1 − oc(1) indicates the value which is arbitrary close to 1 for

all sufficiently large c. The constants
√

8−1
3
√

π
and

√

3ln(2)
8 are approximately 0.343859 and

0.509855, respectively.
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3.4. Heuristic Methods

Heuristic methods are a common tool to solve hard combinatorial optimization problems

within reasonable time and with reasonable approximation results. Many efficient heuristic

methods are based on local search. When the local search reaches local optima or plateaus,

these methods use techniques that help the search to escape from the local optima or from

the plateaus. Some of the techniques lead to the continuation of the search from a random

point, or to the continuation of the search from some constructed points, or avoid to visit

some of the points with attributes that are found and learned in the search history. Even

though these strategies are called and defined differently in heuristics, the search strategies

can be categorized into several classes: multi-start, memory based, variable neighborhood,

population based and randomized. Some heuristics use only one kind of strategy, while

others combine two or several strategies.

A variety of heuristic methods has been developed for the max-cut, max-sat and

their variations. A recent survey on metaheuristics is given in [78]. The max-cut problem

can naturally be implemented as an unconstrained binary quadratic programming problem

(UBQP); for survey on the heuristics for UBQP the reader is referred to [27].

We will now review some of the heuristics implemented and applied for problems that

are the main interest of this thesis: the max-di-cut with source and sink, and the max-

k-sat problem with k = 2, k = 3 and k = 4. Since the max-k-sat, k ≥ 2, is the

restricted version of the general problem max-sat, obviously, the heuristics developed for

the max-sat problem can be applied to. But, these heuristics could perform worse than

the heuristics developed specifically for the variations – the max-k-sat, k ≥ 2. In the

unweighted version of max-sat problem the algorithms developed for satisfiability (sat)

problem can be applied straightforwardly by choosing a solution that satisfies most of the

clauses. It is not clear whether the heuristics with a good performance for the SAT perform

equally good for the max-sat [149].

GRASP

Greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) was proposed by Feo and Re-

sende [54, 55], and its application to various optimization problems has been studied, includ-

ing the max-cut [56] and the weighted max-sat [122, 131]. GRASP is a metaheuristic
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that applies local search on start solutions generated by a greedy randomized construc-

tion procedure. In each GRASP iteration a start solution for local search is iteratively

constructed. At each step of construction procedure, a set of candidate elements C is

constructed, which is called a candidate list (CL) and contains all elements that can be

added to extend a partial solution. A greedy function g : C → R measures the incremental

value for the objective function by adding an element e ∈ C to the current partial solu-

tion. In this step, GRASP restricts the set of candidate elements according to the greedy

function, then the element to be added into the partial solution is randomly determined

from the restricted candidate list (RCL); or it could restrict the candidate list randomly,

then the element to be added is determined greedily. The candidate elements ∀e ∈ C are

sorted according to their greedy function values g(e). In a cardinality based RCL construc-

tion, the top k elements are chosen to RCL. In the value based construction, RCL is a set

{e ∈ C : gmin ≤ g(e) ≤ gmin +α(gmax−gmin)}, where gmin and gmax are the lowest and the

highest values of g through C, respectively, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a parameter. Often a random

value is assigned to α, because it is not entirely trivial to determine the best value for α.

Pardalos, Pitsoulis, and Resende [131] implemented and tested the GRASP for the

weighted max-sat. They generated test instances from the DIMACS SAT instances 1 by

associating the integral weights [1, . . . , 1000] to SAT clauses independently and randomly.

These test instances 2 are used by other authors as well to test their algorithms. In [131]

the test instances are optimally solved by CPLEX (problem is implemented as MIP), and

the solutions found by GRASP are compared to the optimal solutions. GRASP solved in

its 10,000 iterations 3 of 44 test instances optimally and found near-optimal solutions (at

least 99.86 p.c. of optimal value) for all tested instances.

VNS

The variable neighborhood search (VNS) has been developed by Hansen and Mladen-

ović [110]. This is a multi-start metaheuristic that systematically changes the neighborhood

structure within a search. The basic VNS method combines deterministic and stochastic

changes of neighborhood. In each iteration of VNS, the start solution for local search is

randomly generated from the neighborhood of the current solution and the neighborhood

structure is changed iteratively. For some kmax ∈ N let us denote with Nk, k = 1, . . . , kmax,

1ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/satisfiability/benchmarks/cnf/
2http://www.research.att.com/ mgcr/data/maxsat.tar.gz
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the finite set of pre-defined neighborhood structures and with Nk(x), k = 1, . . . , kmax,

the set of neighbors in the k-th neighborhood of x. Starting with an initial solution x,

VNS randomly explores in its each iteration the k-th neighborhood Nk(x) systematically,

k = 1, . . . , kmax: start k with 1 and stop when k reaches kmax, a start solution for local

search is generated from the k-th neighborhood of x at random, and an obtained solution

through local search updates x and move to the first neighborhood if some given condition

is satisfied, otherwise explore the next neighborhood. This step is repeated by changing the

pre-selected neighborhood structures Nk, k = 1, . . . , kmax.

Let f denote the objective function of given optimization problem (maximization). Al-

gorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the basic VNS algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Basic VNS

procedure BasicVNS(x,kmax)

repeat
k ← 1
while k < kmax do

Generate a point x′ at random from the k-th neighborhood of x: x′ ∈ Nk(x)
x′′ ← LocalSearch(x′)
if f(x) < f(x′′) then

x← x′′, k ← 1
else

k ← k + 1
end if

end while
until stopping condition is met
return x;

The basic VNS is useful for the approximation of many combinatorial and global opti-

mization problems, but it remains to be difficult and takes long computation time for very

large instances. In literatures there are some extensions and intensification of VNS studied.

We briefly describe some of them in following.

The Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Search (VNDS) [88] method extends the

local search phase of basic VNS. Instead of applying local search to k-th neighbor x′ of the

current solution x in whole solution space, the VNDS applies local search on a subspace

of the solution space, specifically only to the components where x and its neighbor x′ are

different.

The Skewed VNS (SVNS) [87], an another extension, addresses the problem of exploring
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solutions far from the current solution. The SVNS differs from basic VNS at the decision

phase: only if the local optimum x′′ that is found by the local search starting from the

neighbor of current solution x lies far enough from x, then the local optima x′′ is taken as a

next candidate; SVNS keeps the best objective value that is so far seen for output. A good

choice of the requesting distance could be made through some learning process.

There are several ways for parallelizing VNS that have been proposed in [36, 64]. In [64]

it was shown that an approach which assigns dissimilar neighborhoods to each processor

and interrupts their work as soon as an improvement occurs, gives very good results.

An adaptation of VNS to the max-cut [56] yielded good solutions in shorter time

compared to GRASP. The SVNS approach is successfully applied to the weighted max-

sat problem [87], and reported its efficiency in large instances where it outperformed the

GRASP and tabu search heuristics. Moreover, the adaptation of VNS to Max-SAT [87]

showed that the VNS heuristic is comparable with simple tabu search, and found better

solutions than GRASP.

Path-Relinking

The Path-Relinking (PR) was proposed by Glover [70, 71, 72, 77] as an intensification

strategy to explore the trajectories that connect elite solutions obtained by tabu search or

scatter search. Path-Relinking method can be integrated into metaheuristics. A strategy

of PR is that a book keeping the elite solutions (solutions with high quality) found during

the search and exploring the paths connecting elite solutions with each other may yield

better solutions that were actually not seen during the search. Indeed, the solutions with

high quality can have the attributes of optimal solutions. The paths connecting two elite

solutions could be simultaneously explored from both ends and usually one considers the

path of the shortest Hamming distance. An Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of PR

procedure applied to a pair of solutions (xs, xt), start and target solutions.

Algorithm 2 Path-Relinking

procedure PR(xs,xt)

Apply a local search starting from xs to xt allowing only moves that reduce the distance
to xt in a subspace where the components of xs and xt differ.
return a local optimum found by local search

The procedure starts by computing the symmetric difference between the start and target

solutions, the set of components where xs and xt are different. Then by fixing the equal
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components of both solutions, it applies local search in a sub-space of the whole solution

space. In local search it allows only the moves that reduce the distance from the start

solution to the target solution. The best solution found in the exploration is returned.

Resende and Ribeiro [130] have implemented several alternative path-relinking strategies:

periodical-relinking: path-relinking is applied only periodically in the search;

forward-relinking: the worst of given two solutions, xs and xt, set as start solution

and other as target solution;

backward-relinking: the best of given two solutions, xs and xt, set as start solution

and other as target solution.

back- and forward-relinking: combining both directions, applying local search starting

from xs, as well as xt;

mixed-relinking: combining both directions, applying local search starting simultane-

ously from xs and from xt, and exploring the paths that meet each other.

randomized-relinking: applying local search that moves into solutions randomly cho-

sen from a list of candidate solutions.

truncated-relinking: applying local search that explores only the part of paths con-

necting xs and xt.

These alternatives have both positive and negative impacts to the quality of the solution

and the running time of the procedure. Choosing the best of the given two solutions as

the start solution usually generates the best quality solution, because the neighbors of the

starting solution are taken into consideration more than the neighborhood of the target

solution.

Hybrids

Festa et al. [57] proposed hybrid heuristics that are derived from GRASP, VNS and path-

relinking, and compared them with each other and with GRASP. In [57] the path-relinking

is able to improve each of GRASP and VNS in hybrid implementation, specifically, GRASP

with PR and VNS with PR, as well as GRASP with VNS and PR (in the local search
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phase). GRASP with path-relinking is the fastest among the implemented heuristics [57]

to find the solutions with values at least as good as the target-values (suboptima).

In the hybrid implementation of GRASP the path-relinking is performed after the local

search phase. The set of elite solutions so far found in the search is kept in a list, and the

path-relinking performed with local optimum as the start solution and randomly chosen elite

solution from the list as the target solution. More precisely, the randomized-relinking was

used. The hybrid implementation of VNS with the path-relinking is similar to of GRASP,

the path-relinking implemented as an intensification phase after each local search phase. In

the hybridization of GRASP with VNS, in the second phase of GRASP the local search is

substituted by the VNS – a start solution generated in the first phase of GRASP is directly

given into the VNS procedure. The hybrid GRASP with VNS and PR was implemented in

a way that, the hybrid VNS with PR was performed in the local search phase of GRASP.

Festa et al. [57] also reported that these hybrid approaches achieved better solutions,

compared to the rank-2 relaxation heuristic proposed by Burer, Monteiro and Zhang [31],

but in a longer computation time.

Tabu Search

A Tabu Search (TS) is a metaheuristic developed by Glover [76]. TS guides the search

to escape from local optima. A basic idea of TS is adding short-term memory that improves

the ability to locate optimal solutions. Revisiting previously or recently visited solutions

is prevented, and the operations that would do so are labeled as being tabu. A simple

memory is a tabu list that keeps the track of the recently visited solutions. In each iteration

of the search, a neighborhood structure of the incumbent is modified such that the search

escapes from the local optima. The modifications of neighborhood structure can be done

by various ways. For example, the neighbors of the incumbent, which are in the tabu

list, are prohibited, so these neighbors are excluded from the search. As solutions can be

prohibited, the certain attributes of the solutions can be stored in the memory, to avoid

doing this change, or not changing (to keep) these attributes.

The simple Tabu Search can be implemented as shown in Algorithm 3. In each iteration

of the search, first, some selection-function decides which of the solutions in the tabu list

(TL) can be included into or excluded from the neighborhood of the incumbent solution.

This selection-function is denoted as Allow in the pseudo-code. Then a local search is

performed into this extended (or modified) neighborhood of the incumbent. An obtained
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solution is added into the tabu list. Since the search iterations may be large, holding all the

solutions found during the search in the tabu list would be inefficient. In the Algorithm 3

the size of TL is limited by an l. The versions and extensions of TS vary by handling of

the length of the tabu list, how long the solutions would be stored in memory, and by the

selection function.

Algorithm 3 Tabu-Search

TL← ∅
Construct a random solution x0

repeat
N∗(x)← Allow(N(x) ∪ TL)
x′ ← LocalSearch(x,N∗(x))
if |TL| >= l then

TL← TL \ {first element in TL}
end if
TL← TL ∪ x′

if f(x′) > f(x) then
x← x′

end if
until

Glover [73] proposed methods that use the statically- and dynamically-sized memory

structures for tracking tabu operations. Taillard [151] proposed the Robust Tabu Search

(RoTS), which introduced a dynamic randomly-sized short-term memory design. Battiti

and Tecchiolli [24] developed the Reactive Tabu Search (ReTS) that is based on the dy-

namic size of its short-term memory on runtime characteristics of the algorithm, and also

utilizes a form of long-term memory that helps to prevent the search from stagnating.

Many other Tabu Search variations have been developed that combine the various forms of

dynamically-sized short-term memory and long-term memory [74, 76], but the RoTS and

ReTS are among the most successful and popular. Other approaches are developed through

an experimentation with features such as socialization and competition [43] or like the

EE-TS [108], the integration of evolutionary operators useful for multimodal optimization.

Many applications and adaptations of tabu search to variety of optimization problems

have been studied [76].
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The Reactive Tabu Search

The Reactive Tabu Search algorithm (Reactive-TS) [22] is a tabu search that uses a

parameter, that determines for how many iterations the prohibited (during the search)

solutions should be kept in the memory (tabu list), varies dynamically during the search.

This parameter changes depending on solutions’ appearance in the neighborhood of the

current incumbent solution. An empirical study [22] shows that Reactive-TS performs well

for the max-sat problem. Reactive-TS was successfully applied to various optimization

problems and showed its competitiveness with other metaheuristics [21].

Iterated Robust Tabu Search

Smyth, Hoos and T. Stützle [149] have proposed and studied the Iterated Robust Tabu

Search (IRoTS) for the weighted max-sat problem. IRoTS is stochastic, adaptive and

memory based multi-start heuristic method. The local search and the start solution gener-

ation of IRoTS are both based on the adaptation of RoTS [151] to the weighted max-sat

problem. Therefore, it derives the name of this heuristic. IRoTS starts with initializing each

variable with the random value 0 or 1 independently (with equal probability) and obtains

an initial solution. Then the local search starts from the initial solution. Each iteration of

IRoTS consists of two phases, a perturbation phase that helps the search to escape from

the local optima and the local search phase. The results of perturbation phase are the start

solutions for local search. The perturbation phase is initialized by the best solution found in

the search or by the result of the previous local search (with a certain probability); and the

start solution for local search is generated by performing the fixed number of RoTS steps.

In the local search the RoTS steps are performed until no improvement in the incumbent

solution has been achieved for a certain number of iterations.

In experimental study of Smyth, Hoos and T. Stützle [149] IRoTS was tested to the

instances, which have been previously proposed in the literature, as well as to the random

instances. IRoTS was compared with GLS [109] and Yagiura and Ibaraki’s algorithm for

max-sat [162], which were outperformed by the IRoTS. The experimental study shows that

IRoTS performs faster than GLS to the random instances and to the instances with high

ratio of unsatisfiable and satisfiable clauses (over constrained instances). IRoTS and GLS

perform similar to the instances for which the GLS was reported to be the best algorithm.
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DLM

Discrete Lagrangian Method (DLM) [158] is one of the methods that extend the tradi-

tional Lagrangian method for solving continuous optimization problems [105] to the discrete

constrained optimization problems. DLM is another strategy to escape from local optima

in the search. When the search reaches a local optimum, the Lagrange multipliers give the

force to move out of local optimum to the direction provided by Lagrange multipliers. This

attribute gives a possibility to produce the continuous trajectory in the search, compared

to the simple local search that forces to restart when local optimum is reached. Wah and

Shang [158] proposed DLM for the max-sat problem. In their computational study the

DLM was compared with GRASP ([131]) on DIMACS SAT benchmark instances 1. The

study suggests that DLM to be generally 1 to 3 orders of magnitude faster than GRASP,

but for some classes of test problems DLM to be worse than GRASP. These benchmark

problems have 100 variables and clauses vary from 800 to 900.

GLS

Guided Local Search (GLS) [157] is another history based metaheuristic, which helps the

local search to escape from local optima. GLS uses the penalties on the features of solutions.

In each of its iteration GLS performs the local search procedure starting from the previously

found local optimum (instead of starting from a random solution) by dynamically changing

an augmented objective function. This allows to move out of local optima. Local search

is profited by problem specification and search history. The augmented objective function

incorporates the original objective with feature penalties. In each iteration, the penalties

are modified, and so does augmented objective function. The features of solutions and

penalty modification should be suited into underlying problem. For example, in case of

max-sat, the penalty of the feature (clause) is increased, for the one that has the largest

ratio of increment in the objective function and its penalty.

GLS has been successfully applied on many optimization problems. Mills and Tsang [109]

implemented the GLS for sat and weighted-max-sat problems. In their computational

study the GLS has been tested and compared with GRASP and DLM on 44 weighted-

max-sat benchmark instances. Empirical results show that GLS performs very well: it

has found the optimal solutions for all tested problems in the best of 20 individual runs.

1ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/satisfiability/benchmarks/cnf/
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GRASP [131] is outperformed by GLS, while DLM [158] is comparable with GLS, where

DLM found the optimal solutions for 39 instances (88% of all instances) in the best of 20

individual runs.

Genetic Algorithms

The hybridizations of genetic algorithms and metaheuristics showed good results to the

max-cut problem. For example, one of the best is a memetic algorithm proposed by Kim,

Kim and Moon [99], that is a hybridization of a genetic algorithm with a local search pro-

cedure analogous to the Fiduccia-Mattheyses algorithm [58]. Their hybrid algorithm yields

better solutions than a hybridization of the Goemans-Williamson’s approximation algorithm

with simulated-annealing as proposed by Homer and Peinado [94] (who implemented the

SDP-relaxation as a constrained nonlinear programming problem and stated that better

cut values were found than their implementation of the Goemans-Williamson’s algorithm,

in less time).

Cross-Entropy Method

Cross-Entropy (CE) method [42] is an iteratively adaptive and randomized approach

based on an associated stochastic network (which is a transformation of the deterministic

network of the underlying problem). Each iteration of the CE method on the associated

stochastic network has two phases, (a) generate a random data sample according to a speci-

fied mechanism, and (b) update the parameters of the random mechanism based on the data

generated in phase (a) to produce a better sample in the next iteration. Rubinstein [133]

proposed a CE algorithm that performed well for the max-cut problem.

3.5. Hybrid LP-based Approaches

In recent years various methods have been proposed to solve hard combinatorial op-

timization problems combining exact and metaheuristic algorithms. These methods are

shown to benefit from the advances of both approaches, exact and metaheuristic algorithms.

Dumitrescu and Stützle [51, 50] and Puchinger and Raidl [129] surveyed such hybridized

methods, and classified them. A latter study identified two main classes: collaborative and

integrative. In collaborative combinations of exact and metaheuristic algorithms, the algo-

rithms are not part of each other, and may be executed subsequentially or in parallel. In
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integrative combinations, one algorithm is embedded into another algorithm. According to

this classification, our technique fits into the collaborative combination class, i.e., the two-

stage algorithm: linear programming first, and then local search to the optimal solution of

the LP.

The special combinations, the hybridizations of LP and the metaheuristic, are proposed

for several combinatorial optimization problems. In these combinations the fractional so-

lutions of LP are rounded into integral solutions by some rounding techniques, and the

integral solutions guide heuristic procedures.

In contrast, in our approach the underlying LP generates directly a feasible solution

of the primary problem, which guides the local search. We briefly describe several hybrid

LP-based heuristic approaches.

French and Wilson [61] proposed an LP-based heuristic algorithm for generalized assign-

ment problem (GAP) with special ordered sets of type two [26], the extension of GAP. The

algorithm is an extensive adaptation of heuristic algorithm for GAP. Their heuristic method

consists of two phases. In the first phase the series of LP-relaxations is solved iteratively

within heuristic procedure. A feasible solution obtained in the first phase is improved by

a local search in the second phase of the algorithm. The rational valued variables of the

LP-solution, which satisfy certain criterion are fixed at “0”, and this information is used to

generate the LP in the next iteration.

Klose [100] proposed an LP-based heuristic for the two-stage capacitated facility location

problem. An LP formulation, which is a relaxation of the original problem, is iteratively

refined using known valid inequalities and facets for various relaxations of the problem. The

method solves a series of LP-relaxations. At each iteration, a feasible solution is obtained

from a fractional solution of LP by applying (simple) heuristic.

Sridhar et al. [150] proposed a heuristic method for a capacitated network design prob-

lem. An aim of the problem is to find a feasible solution, a topology of the network. Again,

they solve an LP relaxation of an MIP formulation of the initial problem, and the fractional

solution of LP is used by some heuristic to build a feasible solution. The method uses

subsequentially several heuristics to improve the feasible solution.

Umetani et al. [154] proposed a local search approach based on LP for a special version

of the one dimensional cutting stock problem, which they have stated as pattern restricted

problem. In the algorithm, a certain LP relaxation is solved. The optimal solution of this

LP is rounded to get a feasible solution of primary problem.
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Alvarez-Valdes et al. [4] developed an LP-based heuristic method for solving a two-

dimensional cutting stock problem. The algorithm is based on the Gilmore and Gomory

column generation scheme [67, 68] and consists of two steps, an iterating step and a rounding

step. In each iteration of the first step, a certain LP relaxation of the problem is solved

and the LP-solution is used to generate the subproblems (the subproblems can be solved

exactly, or by applying heuristic methods). Depending on the solutions of subproblems,

the iterating step continues, or stops. If the iterating procedure continues, the solutions

of subproblems are used to generate the LP relaxation of the primary problem in the next

iteration. In the second step, the feasible solution of the primary problem is obtained by

rounding the LP-solution.

Vasquez and Hao proposed LP based heuristic approach for the 0-1 multidimensional

knapsack problem [155]. The algorithm involves a subsequent run of the LP solver and the

heuristic method. The algorithm solves a series of certain LP relaxations of the primary

problem. The fractional solutions of the LPs are rounded by some rounding scheme. The

obtained integral solution is taken as a start solution for tabu search.
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Chapter 4

Local Search Starting From an LP Solution

In this chapter we introduce the LP-based technique that generates the start solutions

for local search to the max-di-cut problem with source and sink, the max-k-sat problem,

where k ≥ 2, and the longest directed path problem with source and sink. Clearly, the

proposed method applies to the max-2-sat, max-3-sat and max-4-sat problems, since

these are the variations of general problem where k = 2, k = 3 and k = 4, respectively.

4.1. Introduction

The main goal of our technique is to solve the given problem fast. The success of the

simple local search crucially depends on the start solutions. Consequently, providing the

local search with good start solutions that are near to optimal solutions could lead to a fast

and efficient algorithm. We present an LP based technique that generates start solutions of

apparently high quality. This LP based technique might apply to a variety of optimization

problems but adaptation to a given problem does not seem to be entirely trivial. Therefore,

we must particularly consider the underlying problem to develop this technique.

It is a requirement for our method to work that there be an LP such that the optimal

basis solutions to the LP be feasible solutions to the original problem. This does not mean

that this LP describes the original problem. We also demonstrate where it is promising to

look for such an LP: take a quadratic programming (QP) formulation and try to develop

an LP that meets this requirement.

In the following sections we present our LP based technique for the max-di-cut problem

with source and sink, the max-k-sat problem, where k ≥ 2, and the longest directed

61
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path problem with source and sink. We consider the nonlinear formulations of the max-

di-cut and max-k-sat, k ≥ 2, problems and apply small modifications to transform the

non-linear ingredients into linear ones. In each case, we define the modification such that

the vertices of the resulting LP are integral, and that the simplex method will not end up at

infinity (although the polyhedron itself will be unbounded in general). In case of the max-

di-cut we substitute the quadratic objective function by linear function, and in case of the

max-k-sat we substitute the quadratic constraints by linear constraints to get the desired

LPs. In case of the longest directed path we obtain the required LP by alternative

way – incorporating flow consistency inequalities. We use the longest directed path

problem as an example to corroborate that (i) our technique is not suitable for arbitrary

problem, but, (ii) our technique achieves near optimal solutions to the max-di-cut problem

with source and sink and the variations of the max-k-sat problem, where k ∈ {2, 3, 4}. The

two-phase algorithm that results from our LP-based local search technique is as follows:

1) solve the corresponding LP;

2) run the local search starting at the LP solution.

4.2. Directed Max-Cut with Source and Sink

Problem definition: Recall the definition of the Section 1.1. An input consists of a

directed graph G = (V,A), a nonnegative weight ca ∈ R
+
0 for each arc a ∈ A, and two

nodes, s, t ∈ V (source and sink). A feasible solution – an (s, t)-cut – is a partition of V into

two subsets, S and T , such that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . The objective function to be maximized

is the weight of the (s, t)-cut :

C(S, T ) =
∑

(v,w)∈A
v∈S, w∈T

cv,w .

Local search: We generate a start solution as described below. The local-search pro-

cedure is based on a simple neighborhood structure: two (s, t)-cuts, (S1, T1) and (S2, T2),

are neighbored if, and only if, they differ on exactly one node. More formally, this means

|S1\S2|+ |S2\S1| = 1.

Generating a start solution: An (s, t)-cut, (S, T ), may be identified with its charac-

teristic vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n, n = |V |: xv = 1 if, and only if, v ∈ S. For each
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arc a = (v,w) ∈ A, we define a variable ya ∈ {0, 1} such that ya = 1 if, and only if, v ∈ S

and w ∈ T .

We will solve the following LP using the simplex algorithm and take the result as the

start solution:
∑

a∈A

ca · ya −→ max

ya ≤ xv − xw ∀a = (v,w) ∈ A

xs − xt ≥ 1

xv ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V

xv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V .

(4.1)

Proposition 4.2.1 The vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) in the solution of LP (4.1) yields an (s, t)-

cut.

Proof: For correctness, we have to argue that (i) the vertices of the polyhedron have

integral x-values, and (ii) for no start basis does (phase II of) the simplex algorithm end up

at infinity. We confidently assume that degeneracies and numerical inaccuracies are handled

appropriately by the simplex implementation.

Integrality of the x-values of the vertices follows directly from the following theorem,

which has been proved by Garg and Vazirani [66]. In fact, the sign change in the first set

of inequalities does not have any impact on the integrality of the x-values.

Theorem 4.2.2 [66] The vertices of the following polyhedron are exactly the (s, t)-cuts:

ya ≥ xv − xw ∀a = (v,w) ∈ A

xs − xt ≥ 1

xv ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V

xv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V

ya ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ A .

(4.2)

It remains to argue that the simplex algorithm cannot end up at infinity. Consider a non-

degenerate basis exchange step. By definition this step increases the objective function

value. So, the value of at least one of the variables ya is increased in such a step. Since

ya ≤ xv−xw ≤ 1 for all a = (v,w) ∈ A, this exchange step is finite. In summary, correctness

is proved. 2
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Note that (4.1) is not a correct model of the max-di-cut problem. However, there is

indeed a strong relation: it is easy to see that

1

2

∑

a∈A

ca (y2
a + ya) −→ max

subject to the side constraints of (4.1) is a correct model. So, (4.1) is the linear version of

a certain quadratic-programming formulation of the max-di-cut problem.

4.3. Max-k-SAT

Problem definition: An input consists of positive integral numbers, m, n and k ≥ 2,

and m nonnegative weighted clauses on n 0− 1 variables, each clause consisting of at most

k literals. The variables will be denoted by x1, . . . , xn, and the clauses by z1, . . . , zm. As

usual, a literal is either xi or x̄i (that is, xi negated). For each clause zj , j ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
the input contains a nonnegative weight wj ∈ R

+
0 .

A feasible solution assigns a value 0 or 1 to each variable xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The objective

to be maximized is the sum of the weights of the clauses that are satisfied by this assignment

of 0− 1 values.

Local search: Below we will describe how to generate the start solution. We use the

following neighborhood structure: two truth assignments, (x1
1, . . . , x

1
n) and (x2

1, . . . , x
2
n),

are neighbored if, and only if, they differ on only one variable. Formally, this means
∑n

i=1 |x1
i − x2

i | = 1.

Generating a start solution: For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we define an additional variable

xn+i and require xn+i = 1− xi. Then each clause zj can be written as zj = xi1 ∨ . . . ∨ xik

for some i1, . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}. We identify a clause xi1 ∨ . . .∨xik with the indices of it’s

literals (i1, . . . , ik). Let Z denote the input set of all clauses. For each clause (i1, . . . , ik) ∈ Z,

we define a variable yi1,...,ik ∈ {0, 1} such that yi1,...,ik = 0 if, and only if, the clause

(i1, . . . , ik) does not satisfy. We will solve the following LP using the simplex method and
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take the solution as the start solution:

∑

(i1,...,ik)∈Z

wi1,...,ik · yi1,...,ik −→ max

yi1,...,ik ≤ xi1 + · · ·+ xik ∀(i1, . . . , ik) ∈ Z

xi + xn+i ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
xi ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}
xi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} .

(4.3)

Proposition 4.3.1 The vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) in an each solution of LP (4.3) yields the

truth assignment.

Proof: We have to show that (i) the vertices of the polyhedron have integral x-values, and

(ii) for no start basis does (phase II of) the simplex algorithm end up at infinity.

The value of variable yi1,...,ik , ∀(i1, . . . , ik) ∈ Z, is defined by only one inequality in

the side constraints. Hence, the projection of the constraint polyhedron onto the x =

(x1, . . . , xn)–space yields an n-dimensional hypercube.

The proof that the simplex method will not end up at infinity is perfectly analogous

to the directed max-cut problem (Section 4.2). So, the simplex method will find a truth

assignment at all odds. 2

This LP is not a correct model of the max-k-sat problem. However, it can be trans-

formed into a correct model. Let Fl(xi1 , . . . , xik) denote the set of all clauses with length

l ≤ k that are constructed of literals xi1 , . . . , xik . Then just replace every linear side con-

straint “yi1,...,ik ≤ xi1 + · · ·+ xik” by the non-linear constraint

yi1,...,ik ≤
k

∑

l=1

(−1)l−1

(

∑

(xh1
,...,xhl

)∈Fj(xi1
,...,xik

)

xh1
. . . xhl

)

.

So again, the LP (4.3) is the linear variant of a certain nonlinear-programming formulation

of the max-k-sat, k ≥ 2.

4.4. The Longest Path with Source and Sink

Recall the definition of the restricted version of the longest path problem (Section 1.1),

in which an objective is to find the longest path between source and sink in a directed
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and weighted graph. An input consists of a directed graph G = (V,A), a positive cost (or

length) ca ∈ R
+ on each arc a ∈ A, and two nodes, s, t ∈ V (source and sink). Note that

the source has no entering arc and the sink has no leaving arc, δin
s = ∅ and δout

t = ∅. An s−t

path is a sequence of distinct vertices P = {v1, v2, . . . , vk} such that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,

(vi, vi+1) is an arc, (vi, vi+1) ∈ A, and v1 = s and vk = t. The length of the s− t path P is

the sum of lengths of arcs that are on the path

C(P ) :=

k−1
∑

i=1

cvivi+1
.

An objective is to find an s− t path with maximum length.

Local search: We use the depth first search (DFS) to move to the neighbored path. A

pseudocode of the local search for the longest path with source and sink (LocalSearchLP)

is shown in Algorithm 4. Let P denote the incumbent solution. Algorithm starts by setting

a given start s− t path P0 as a current incumbent P = {v1, . . . , vk}. We run DFS starting

at each node of the incumbent path, except the tale – t – of the path. As soon as DFS finds

longer path, we move to such a path immediately, and update the incumbent. We repeat

this procedure until no improvement happens. Note that s = v1 and t = vk.

In the DFS, the successor nodes are selected at random, in other words, we randomly

move to the successor. In this respect the local search is randomized.

Algorithm 4 Local Search

procedure LocalSearchLP(P0)

set P ← P0; let P = {v1, . . . , vk};
repeat

i← |P |; vi = t;
while vi 6= s do

i← (i− 1)
start DFS at (vi);
if DFS finds longer path then

update P ;
end if

end while
until no improvement occurs;
return P ;
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Generating a start solution: We introduce an LP, whose optimal basis solutions contain

s− t paths. An s− t path P may be identified with the following variables. For each node

v ∈ V , we define a variable xv ∈ {0, 1} such that xv = 1 if, and only if, v ∈ P . Moreover,

for each arc a = (u,w) ∈ A let variable ya ∈ {0, 1} denote whether the s− t path traverses

over arc a: ya = 1 if, and only if ∃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 such that u = vi and w = vi+1.

The following LP is derived from flow conservation inequalities and its solutions may

contain isolated cycles.

∑

a∈A

ca · ya −→ max

∑

(u,w)∈A

yuw = xu ∀u ∈ V \ {t}

xt = 1

xs = 1
∑

(w,u)∈A

ywu = xu ∀u ∈ V \ {s}

0 ≤xu ≤ 1 ∀u ∈ V

0 ≤ya ≤ 1 ∀a ∈ A

(4.4)

Proposition 4.4.1 The optimal basis solutions of LP (4.4) are integral.

Proof: A constraint matrix associating the LP (4.4) is totally-unimodular. Therefore, the

optimal basis solutions of (4.4) are integral (see [138]). 2

LP (4.4) does not describe the longest directed path problem with source and sink.

Indeed, the optimal basis solutions may contain isolated cycles if there exists at least one.

However, the optimal basis solutions contain s− t paths within, if there exists at least one.

If LP is infeasible then the primary longest directed path problem is also infeasible.

We solve LP (4.4), then extract the enclosed s− t path from the optimal solution. The

obtained s− t path is a start solution for the local search.
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Chapter 5

Computational Study

In this chapter, we deal with the experimental evaluation. We describe the computa-

tional environment and the experimental design, and report the computational results of

each experiment in-depth. We test our methods to instances of the max-di-cut problem,

the three variations of the max-k-sat problem with k = 2, k = 3 and k = 4, and the

longest directed path.

5.1. Experimental Setup

All experiments were performed on a PC with an AMD Athlon 1,700 MHz single proces-

sor and 1Gb of memory. The linear programs were solved by a CPLEX solver of ILOG OPL

Studio 3.5.1 [134] and CPLEX shared library using the ILOG Concert technology [135] on

the same machine.

We compared our technique to quite a simple reference technique which is a multi-start

heuristic: a repeated local search from random start solutions. For this local search, we

used exactly the same neighborhood structure as for our own technique. For convenience

we indicated our technique as LPcut, and the reference technique as REF. Let f denote the

objective function of the given problem. Algorithm 5 shows the pseudocode of the reference

technique.

To demonstrate the stability of our technique, we tested our technique to a variety of

instance classes of four problems, the max-di-cut with source and sink, the max-2-sat,

max-3-sat, max-4-sat and longest directed path with source and sink (Tables 5.1,

5.3.2, 5.7, 5.10 and 5.12). Tables 5.2, 5.5, 5.8, 5.11 and 5.13 summarize the results of the

69
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Algorithm 5 Reference Strategy

procedure REF(kmax)

for k = 1, . . . , kmax do
Generate a random solution x
x′ ← LocalSearch(x)
if k = 1 then

x∗ ← x′

else if f(x∗) < f(x′) then
x∗ ← x′

end if
end for
return x∗

main part of our computational study. We ran the reference procedure with 1,000 random

start solutions (kmax = 1, 000).

We compared the start and final solutions of local search in the LPcut procedure to

examine the improvement of the start solution through local search. These comparisons are

summarized in the Tables 5.3, 5.6 and 5.9.

Beside that, we ran another experiment (iteration-to-target-value) to find out to which

extent these 1,000 runs were actually necessary. More specifically, we ran the reference

procedure as often as necessary to match or beat our own technique. This is very similar

to the time to sub-optimal target value method as described in [1]. The main difference

is that we take the number of repeated runs of local search. We denote this procedure as

TV and give a pseudocode in Algorithm 6. Supposing a value of the solution of LPcut as a

sub-optimal target-value, the number of iterations that TV does require can be considered

as an iteration-to-target-value.

The procedure TV(target-value) repeatedly performs local search with random start so-

lutions similarly to the procedure REF. But, the difference is that it gets additionally the

suboptimal target value f̃ = f(x̃) as an input. The procedure iterates until it finds a so-

lution with value at least as good as f̃ or until the maximum number of iteration qmax is

reached. On success, it returns the iteration number. Otherwise, a value false is returned

(unsuccessful).

Additionally, we compared our empirical results with the theoretical bounds that are

available for a certain type of the max-2-sat instances.
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Algorithm 6 Iteration To Target Value

procedure TV(f̃,qmax)

k → 0
repeat

k → k + 1
Generate a random solution x
x′ ← LocalSearch(x)
if f̃ ≤ f(x′) then

return k
end if

until k = qmax

return false

5.2. Directed Maximum Cut with Source and Sink

This section devotes for the experimental results of our technique for the max-di-cut

problem. We discuss the generation of various classes of problem instances and empirical

results.

5.2.1. Generation of Test Instances

We used 12 classes of random instances for the experimental study. Table 5.1 summarizes

the attributes of instances of each class: the number of instances in that class, the number

of nodes (or range), the density (or range), the construction of arc weights, and which

generator has been used. All instance graphs have integral arc weights.

The instances of the first and the second classes have been generated by self-written

graph generators. We describe these generators. The output of the generator is a directed

graph G = (V,A) with weight function c. The first class contains random graphs generated

as follows. For a given number of nodes n and the positive integers k and ℓ, the generator

constructs a set of arcs A at random such that:

Without loss of generality, let s = 1 and t = n.

For each node v ∈ V \{t} the outdegree dout
v – the number of arcs that leave the node

v, and for each node v ∈ V \ {s} the indegree din
v – the number of arcs that enter the

node v – are set independently and randomly from a uniform distribution of a range

[1, . . . , k]: din
v , dout

v ∈ [1, . . . , k];
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class ID number of number of density arc generator
instances nodes weight type

uniform distr.
1 200 [119–2498] [0.21–4.42] of [1, . . . , 5] self-written a

2 500 [602–1600] 5.00 uniform rudy: simple-random

3 1000 [500–4759] 0.50 uniform rudy: simple-random

4 500 800 [0.50–15.47] uniform rudy: simple-random

5 500 [1000–1500] [0.78–1.17] uniform rudy: almost-planar

6 40 [528–5005] [0.50–11.40] uniform rudy: simplex

uniform distr.
7 100 2000 0.59 of [1, . . . , 100] rudy: almost-planar

uniform distr.
8 100 800 6.00 of [1, . . . , 10000] rudy: simple-random

uniform distr.

9 100 [591–994] 0.70 of [1, . . . , 10000] rudy: simple-random

uniform distr.
10 254 [1014–4556] [0.13–0.61] of [1, . . . , 3000] self-written b

11 54 [800–3000] [0.13–6.00] various rudy: various types c

12 100 [2000–4000] [0.10–0.20] uniform rudy: toroidal-grid

arandom graphs
bThis class contains “nearly planar” graphs generated by a self written graph generator.
cThis class contains graphs similar to those in a G-set.

Table 5.1: Various classes of test instances for the max-di-cut problem

A source s has no entering arc and a sink t has no leaving arc, δin
s = ∅ and δout

t = ∅.

For each node, the adjacent nodes are successively chosen from a uniform distribution

of nodes respecting the indegree and the outdegree of nodes;

For each arc a, the weight ca is chosen randomly from a uniform distribution of the

range [1, ..., ℓ].

We generated 200 instances by setting k = 6, ℓ = 5 and randomly choosing n from the

uniform distribution of range [100, . . . , 2500].

The second self-written generator produces “nearly planar” graphs. “Nearly planar”

means that the graph is embedded in a plane, and removing some (small number) of its
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edges results the graph to be planar. For a given number of nodes n and a positive integer

ℓ ∈ Z
+, the generator constructs the graph G = (V,E) on the plane as follows:

Draws some triangle ∆ with vertices (v1, v2, v3); V = {v1, v2, v3}, E = {v1v2, v2v3, v1v3};

Iteratively, it drops a random point p within the triangle △ and connects p with

the corners of triangle ∆′ = (w1, w2, w3), in which p is fallen and has the closest

corners to p, until the given number of nodes is created; V = V ∪ {w1, w2, w3},
E = E ∪ {w1p,w2p,w3p};

Finally, draws a small number of additional edges at random that destroy planarity

in general;

Each edge e ∈ E has weight ce chosen from a uniform distribution of the range

[1, . . . , ℓ] at random.

The second generator generates an undirected weighted graph. To transfer the graph into

an instance of the max-di-cut with source and sink, we set without loss of generality s = 1

and t = n. Moreover, the orientations of arcs are chosen at random, such that the source

has no incoming arc and the sink has no outgoing arc.

For the tenth class of instances, we generated 254 “nearly planar” graphs with nodes

varying from 1, 000 to 4, 556, and the weights of edges are independently chosen from a

uniform distribution of the range [1, . . . , 3000] at random.

All other instances have been generated by a public domain graph generator, rudy1.

This generator generates various types of graphs, random as well as structured, which are

described in an Appendix A. The instances of classes 2 to 6 are all unweighted graphs, i.e.,

the arcs have uniform weights. The instances of classes 7, 8, 9 and 10 have diverse weights.

The instances of 7th class have weights vary from 1 to 100, while the instances of 8th and

9th classes have highly diverse weights, which are chosen from a uniform distribution of the

range [1, . . . , 10000]. The 11th class contains graphs similar to those in a G-set, which has

been generated by Helmberg and Rendl [91]. G-set has been used to test their algorithm

implementing a bundle method for solving SDP and by other authors as well [31, 49, 57].

Some of our test instances significantly differ by weight functions from the graphs of G-set,

since all of our test instances have positive weights. These graphs are various types of the

rudy, including simple-random, simplex, toroidal-grid and almost-planar.

1http://www-user.tu-chemnitz.de/helmberg/semidef.html
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Comparison of objective values Comparison of CPU times

ID the least 90% ≥ average the most percentage the most 90% ≤ average

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I)
1 98.15 99.35 101.9 103.7 78.5 0.0456 0.0053 0.0037
2 99.86 99.95 99.98 100.0 10.0 0.00472 0.00257 0.00183
3 99.28 99.72 99.9 100.9 33.5 0.02168 0.01623 0.00519
4 99.49 99.89 99.96 100.0 20.0 0.0224 0.0182 0.0114
5 99.73 99.86 99.9 100.0 3.0 0.014 0.0032 0.0021
6 99.65 99.84 99.899 100.0 30.0 0.0122 0.013 0.0075
7 99.85 99.88 99.92 99.99 0.0 0.004 0.0025 0.002
8 99.89 99.97 99.98 100.0 28.0 0.0098 0.0088 0.0074
9 99.26 99.62 99.77 99.96 0.0 0.0045 0.0038 0.0027
10 99.72 100.0 100.55 101.27 96.0 0.0047 0.0039 0.0029
11 95.5 98.2 99.6 100.0 2.27 0.0097 0.009 0.004
12 97.1 97.17 97.41 98.38 0.0 0.0011 0.0008 0.0006

Table 5.2: Comparison of our technique with the reference technique for max-di-cut problem.

5.2.2. Experimental Evaluation

The first experiment consisted of twelve parts, each part considering one class of the test

instances. We summarize the computational results that are the comparison of objective

values and the comparison of CPU times of the LPcut and REF in a Table 5.2. The columns

of the Table 5.2 describe:

(A) ID of the experiment;

(B) – (E) ratios (p.c.) of the objective values found by LPcut and by REF:

(B) the worst,

(C) for 90 p.c. of all instances the ratio (p.c.) hits or exceeds this value,

(D) the average,

(E) the best;

(F) the percentage of instances where the outcome of LPcut was better than or equal

to the outcome of REF;

(G) – (I) ratios of the CPU times needed by LPcut and the REF:

(G) the most;

(H) for 90 p.c. of all instances the ratio does not exceed this value;

(I) the average.
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Figure 5.1: Ratio of objective values found by LPcut and by REF to the max-di-cut instances of
the classes 1 to 4.

In an experiment with ID number 3 we only considered the first 642 instances of the

third class of instances because the CPLEX solver (of ILOG OPL Studio 3.5) was not able

to solve the corresponding linear problems for the further (larger) instances of this class.

To compare the solution values that both techniques found, we plotted the ratios of

the cut weights found by our technique and by the reference technique. Let an instance

{G = (V,A), n = |V |, ca ∈ R+, ∀a ∈ A}, be the i-th instance of some test class. Assume

that for this instance the LPcut and REF found the cuts with weights of CLPcut and CREF > 0,

respectively. Let r denote the ratio: r = CLPcut

CREF

. For the instance classes which consist of

instances with diverse number of nodes, we plotted the corresponding points (n, r). But, for

the classes that consist of instances with equal number of nodes (or instances with equally

sized node sets frequently occur), we plotted the points (i, r). The Figures 5.1–5.3 show the

comparison of two heuristics to the each of test instance classes. All 12 plots have equal

range on the y−axis (ratio): [0.96, 1.04].

The experiment with the 4th class of instances indicates that if the graph is denser the

ratio of cut values found by two algorithms is closer to 1.0. The instances of this class have

uniform weights.
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Figure 5.2: Ratio of objective values found by LPcut and by REF to the max-di-cut instances of
the classes 5 to 8.
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Figure 5.3: Ratio of objective values found by LPcut and by REF to the max-di-cut instances of
the classes 9 to 12.
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Comparison of the start and final solutions

Ratios of objective values

ID the least 90 p.c. ≥ average the most

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
1 85.35 86.71 87.99 92.28
2 98.59 99.10 99.37 99.73
3 79.81 87.02 90.31 92.98
4 96.63 98.54 99.27 99.85
5 98.33 98.60 98.87 99.45
6 55.95 63.72 83.56 100.00
7 98.00 98.25 98.48 98.91
8 98.70 98.90 99.13 99.51
9 96.02 96.97 97.50 98.60
10 92.96 93.46 94.04 95.48
11 7.33 82.06 91.95 99.47
12 11.21 11.26 11.57 12.15

Table 5.3: Comparison (ratio (p.c.) of values) of the start and final solutions from local search
in the LPcut procedure to the max-di-cut instances. Columns: (A) ID of the experiment; (B) the
worst ratio; (C) for 90 p.c. of all instances the ratio hits or exceeds this value; (D) the average ratio;
(E) the highest ratio;

Throughout the experiment with all the test instance classes, the worst case solution

of our technique occurred in the eleventh class, where the solution value was 95.5 p.c. of

value that found by the reference technique. The instances in the eleventh class, of which

our technique found the solutions with values at most 98.23 p.c. and at least 95.5 p.c. of

solution values found by the reference technique, were all rudy type of toroidal-grid graphs.

Indeed, the results of the twelfth class of instances were confirming the weak performance

of our technique in the toroidal-grid type graphs.

Furthermore, we summarize the ratios of our start solutions and the final solutions from

local search in Table 5.3. For toroidal grid graph instances of the 11th and all instances of

the 12th class, the improvement is dramatic. The ratios of objective values found by LPcut

and by REF to these instances were the least among the worst case ratios (Column (B) in

Table 5.2), as we mentioned. Another interesting result is that there was no improvement

between start and final solutions to 28 p.c. of the instances of the 6th class. To these

instances the REF still did not find better solutions than the LPcut.
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Evaluation of Iteration to Target Value

For some test instances LPcut has found solutions at least as good as REF. In the previous

experiments the local-search procedure has been run 1, 000 times within every run of REF.

This was indeed quite time consuming. To assess whether 1, 000 iterations are actually

needed, we ran a couple of tests to answer the reverse question: how many iterations (local-

search performances) does REF need to find a solution at least as good as solution that

LPcut found? We run the TV procedure by setting the objective values found by the LPcut

as sub-optimal target values and qmax = 1, 000.

Since the eleventh class of instances contains the graphs of various rudy types, we have

selected these instances for this evaluation. On each of the instances that were selected for

this test, we ran TV individually 100 times. The random number generator was initialized in

every run with new seed, therefore the runs of procedure were individual in this sense. This

produced a distribution of the iteration-to-target-value as shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. In

these figures the instances were sorted by the sum of corresponding number of iterations

to make a smoothly contrasted plot. More formally, two distinct instance numbers xi and

xj are ordered as xi ≤ xj , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , I} if for the corresponding iteration numbers {zi
k}

and {zj
k}, k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, holds

∑N
k=1 zi

k ≤
∑N

k=1 zj
k, where I and N denote the number

of instances involved in the test and the number of individual runs of the TV procedure,

respectively.

In this test we found the following observation:

for only 2 instances (3.7 p.c. of all test instances), the TV did not reach the target

values within 1, 000 iterations;

there are another 8 instances (14 p.c. of test instances) for which TV required at least

100 iterations to hit or exceed the target values in some runs.

for 19 instances (35 p.c. of test instances) TV required at most 10 iterations to hit or

exceed the target values in all runs.

In Figure 5.6, we plotted the distribution of the iteration-to-target-value of all 100 runs

of TV to all 54 instances. Each of plotted 5, 400 points indicate the iterations to target value.

For the majority of all runs, the required number of iterations is quite small. However, this

is the result of a posteriori inspection. To use REF as a proper solver, we had to specify the

number of iterations a priori, that is ”blindly”. Figure 5.6 suggests that approximately 50
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sorted by iteration
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di-cut instances of the eleventh class. A point (x, y, z) specifies an instance number x, a number
of individual runs y, and a number of iteration-to-target-value z and describes that to the instance
x in the y-th run of reference technique the z iterations were needed to find a solution with value at
least as good as the target-value.
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Figure 5.5: The map of the distribution of the iteration-to-target-value shown in Figure 5.4. A
color on a point (x, y) indicates the number of iterations that were needed to find a solution with a
value at least as good as the target-value to the instance x in the y-th run of TV.

iterations would be necessary to match LPcut in 90 p.c. of all runs. The distributions of

the iteration-to-target-value for each of the 54 instances are shown in the Figures B.1–B.5,

which can be found in Appendix B.1.

Furthermore, we investigated the distribution of iteration-to-target-value in the 100

individual runs of TV to the 32 instances of the first class. Note that the first class contains
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Figure 5.6: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 runs of REF to all 54 instances
of the eleventh class of max-di-cut. Hence, there are 5, 400 points in the plot. The number of
iterations are sorted and associated with the percentage of total data to display.

randomly weighted graphs. The experiment produced the distribution of the iteration-to-

target-value as shown in Figure 5.7. In the plot, the instances are sorted by the sum of

the corresponding number of iterations, similarly to the previous experiment, to make a

smoothly contrasted picture.

In this experiment we found the following observation:

for 22 instances (70 p.c. of all instances), all runs of TV could not reach the target

values within 1, 000 iterations;

for another 6 instances, there were some TV runs which could not reach the target

values within 1, 000 iterations;

there are only 3 instances for which TV required at most 200 iterations to hit or exceed

the target values in all runs.

In Figure 5.8, we plotted the distribution of the iteration-to-target-value in all 100 runs

of TV to all 32 instances. In contrast to the previous experiment (with the twelfth class of

instances), the numbers of iterations to target value were less than 1, 000 in less than 20

p.c. of runs in this test. Figure 5.8 suggests that 1, 000 iterations would not be enough for

the reference strategy to match our technique in about 80 p.c. of all runs. For the majority

of all runs TV could not find target solutions in 1, 000 iterations.
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run of TV z iterations were needed to find a solution with value at least as good as the target-value.
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Figure 5.8: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 runs of REF to all 32 instances
of the first class of max-di-cut. The number of iterations are sorted and associated with the
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Figure 5.9: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by the 100 individual runs of TV to
all instances of the sixth class of max-di-cut. A point (x, y, z) specifies an instance number x, a
number of individual runs y, and a number of iteration-to-target-value z and describes that in the
y-th run of TV to instance x, the z iterations were needed to find a solution with value at least as
good as the target-value.

Furthermore, we investigated the iteration-to-target-value in the further 100 individual

runs of TV to 40 instances of the sixth class. Note that the sixth class contains uniformly

weighted graphs of rudy-type simplex. The produced distribution of the iteration-to-target-

value is shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. In this test we found the following observation:

for only one instance, there were 7 runs of TV which could not reach the target value

within 1, 000 iterations;

there are other 12 instances (30 p.c. of test instances) for which TV required at least

100 iterations to hit or exceed the target values in some runs.

for 7 instances (17.5 p.c. of test instances) TV required at most 10 iterations to hit or

exceed the target values in all runs.

Conclusion: Our technique and the reference technique have found cut values that are

very close to each other continuously in all test instance classes, even though two algorithms

differ sufficiently from each other. The only plausible explanation for this empirical outcome

is that two algorithms have found near-optimal solutions.

The comparison of start and final solutions of local search in the LPcut procedure shows
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Figure 5.10: The map of the distributions of the iteration-to-target-value shown in Figure 5.9. A
color on a point (x, y) indicates the number of iterations that were needed to find a solution with a
value at least as good as the target-value for instance x in the y-th run of TV.

that the start solution delivered by the LP and the local search starting from this solution

– the hybridization – result our strong empirical findings.
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5.3. Maximum Satisfiability

This section devotes to the empirical study of our technique for the three variations

of the max-k-sat problem with k ∈ {2, 3, 4}. In each case, we describe the generation of

various test instances for the experiments and then present the computational results of

experiments carried out.

We describe the random instance generators and some issues in the generation of test

instances as follows.

5.3.1. Generation of Instances

We consider the instances of the max-2-sat problem in the graphical representation.

For a given graph, the edge represents the clause with two literals, and the literals are the

nodes connected by this edge. The set of edges is the set of clauses, and the set of variables

is the set of boolean variables and their negations. For the nonlinear formulation of the

max-k-sat, k ≥ 2, problem there were additional variables introduced, which represent the

negations of the boolean variables (Section 4.3). Therefore, the number of nodes of the graph

that represents the problem statement is twice the number of boolean variables. The graph

generator rudy as well as our self written (the second) graph generator, which were used

to generate the instance classes of the max-di-cut problem, were utilized to generate the

instances of max-2-sat problem. In addition, we used a random graph generator written by

Jagota and Sanchis [95] that generates graphs with known sizes of cliques (actually designed

for the max-clique problem).

To generate an instance of the max-3-sat problem, first we generated the instances of

the max-2-sat, then we extended the clauses into the length of 3 (literals). We proceed

as follows. Assume that we are going to construct the instance of max-3-sat with a set of

variables X and a set of clauses Z. We are given a graph G = (V,E), n = |V |, m = |E|,
and n be even. Also, for each edge e ∈ E a nonnegative weight ce ∈ R

+ is given. The set of

nodes V = {v1, . . . , vn} is a set of literals. The literals are the boolean variables and their

negations. Then X = {v1, . . . , vn
2
}, and an edge e = (v,w) ∈ E is the clause with two literals

v and w, Z = E. We denote a set of negations of boolean variables X = {v1, . . . , vn
2
}. First,

we set the number of clauses with three literals at random r ∈ [⌊12m⌋, m]. But at least half

of the clauses are extended to length of three. Then iteratively, we select the clause Ci ∈ Z

with length 2 at random and append (assign) random literal xj ∈ X ∪X, xj /∈ Ci, which
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makes Ci to length of three: Ci = Ci ∪{xj}. We repeat (or iterate) until a desired number,

r, of clauses of length three are generated. At last we eliminate the duplications of identical

clauses.

We used some benchmark class of the max-3-sat instances 1 in our experiments. Addi-

tionally, in the experiments for the max-3-sat and max-4-sat we utilized a CNF-formula

generator of B. Selman [142], which generates random instances of max-k-sat problem,

k ≥ 2. We call this generator Selman’s generator.

Moreover, the random graph generator GTgraph [11] is used to generate some classes of

the max-4-sat instances.

5.3.2. Max-2-SAT

In this section we give our attention to the empirical study of our technique for the

max-2-sat problem.

Test Instances

We considered seven classes of test instances. Table 5.3.2 shows the details of the

instances of each class (in graphical representation): a number of instances in that class, a

number of nodes (or range), a density (or range), a construction of edge weights, and which

generator has been used.

The instance classes with ID numbers 1, 2 and 3 consist of uniformly weighted graphs.

The first class contains 50 graphs with size of 100 to 3, 000 nodes. The instances of the

second and the third classes are the graphs of rudy-type simple-random. The graphs of

each of the second and third classes vary in number of nodes, but equal in density, where the

instances of the second class have 5 p.c. density, and the third class have (sparser) instances

with 1 p.c. density. The further classes of instances consist of diversely weighted graphs.

The instances of the 4th class have weights that are independently and randomly chosen

from a uniform distribution of a range [1, . . . , 100]. The instances of the 5th class have more

varied weights that are independently and randomly chosen from a uniform distribution of

a range [1, . . . , 10000]. Similarly, the weights of each instance of the 6th class have been

chosen randomly and independently from a range [1, . . . , 3000]. The last class is exactly

same as the 11th class in Section 5.2.1, which was generated for the max-di-cut problem,

1ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/satisfiability/contributed/iwama
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class ID number of number of density arc generator
instances nodes weight type

1 50 [100–3000] [0.30–70.00] uniform clique a

2 54 [800–3000] [0.12–6.00] various rudy:various types b

3 500 [600–1600] 5.00 uniform rudy:simple-random

4 500 [1500–2500] 1.00 uniform rudy:simple-random

uniform distr.
5 100 2000 0.59 of [1, . . . , 100] rudy:almost-planar

uniform distr.
6 100 800 6.00 of [1, . . . , 10000] rudy:simple-random

uniform distr.
7 300 [1200–5400] [0.11–0.52] of [1, . . . , 3000] self-written c

agenerated by a public domain graph generator written by Jagota and Sanchis [95], which is available from
a website of the second DIMACS implementation challenge: fpt://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/

bsimilar to G-set (see Section 5.2.1).
c“nearly planar” graphs generated by self written generator (see Section 5.2.1).

Table 5.4: The various classes of test instances for the max-2-sat problem

with an exception that we omitted the orientation of the edges.

Experimental Evaluation

The first experiment consists of seven parts, each part considering one class of the test

instances. To compare the results of two heuristics we plotted the ratios of objective values

found by our technique and by the reference technique in Figures 5.11a–5.11g. In none of

the instances of all test classes, were the ratios worse than 3.0 p.c., except in the toroidal

grid instances of the second class. We can see from the Figure 5.11 that the distribution of

the ratios is stable in the classes of uniformly weighted instances, as well as, in the classes

consisting of instances with diverse weights.

We summarize the experimental results that are the comparison of objective values and

the comparison of CPU times in Table 5.5. The descriptions of columns of this table are

analogous to those of the Table 5.2. The worst case solutions (Column (B)) of our technique

have been occurred during the test with the second class of instances, specifically, to the

instances of rudy-type toroidal-grid. In this class, LPcut found the solution with value at

most 8.2 p.c. less than the REF found. But, for a majority (90 p.c. of instances) of the
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Figure 5.11: The ratio of objective values found by LPcut and by REF to the max-2-sat instances.
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Comparison of objective values Comparison of CPU times

ID the least 90% ≥ average the most percentage the most 90% ≤ average

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I)

1 99.18 99.63 99.80 99.97 0.0 0.2260 0.1198 0.0480
2 91.80 97.60 99.08 100.018 2.27 0.0045 0.0031 0.0018
3 97.45 99.73 99.85 100.0042 0.4 0.0170 0.0107 0.0400
4 99.48 99.74 99.85 100.15 3.6 0.0208 0.0057 0.0047
5 99.76 99.84 99.91 99.99 0.0 0.0029 0.0024 0.0022
6 99.64 99.71 99.82 99.99 0.0 0.0105 0.0102 0.0095
7 99.99 99.9989 99.9993 99.9999 0.0 0.0045 0.0023 0.00126

Table 5.5: Comparison of our technique with the reference technique for max-2-sat problem.
Columns: (A) ID of the experiment;
(B)–(E) ratios (p.c.) of the objective values found by LPcut and by REF: (B) the worst, (C) for 90
p.c.of all instances the ratio (p.c.) hits or exceeds this value, (D) the average, (E) the best; (F) the
percentage of instances where the outcome of LPcut was better than or equal to the outcome of the
REF;
(G)–(I) ratios of the CPU times needed by LPcut and the REF: (G) the most; (H) for 90 p.c. of all
instances the ratio matches or does not exceed this value; (I) the average.

instances the difference is less than 3.0 p.c. The details of this part of experiment can be

found in a Table B.1 of Appendix B.2.

Furthermore, in Table 5.6 we summarize the comparison of the start and final solutions

of local search from the LPcut procedure. The worst case ratio (Column (B)) was no more

than 18 p.c., and the 90 p.c. quantile (Column (C)) was smaller than 16 p.c. Except for

the second instance class, the 90 p.c. quantile was 3.2 p.c. or smaller. In other words, in

the 90 p.c. of instances the improvement through local search was at most 3.2 p.c. On the

other hand, in none of the instance classes was the 90 p.c. quantile of the ratios of objective

values found by the LPcut and by the REF more than 0.37 p.c., except the second instance

class (Column (C) of Table 5.5). The least ratios of the start and final solutions of the

LPcut have occurred to the toroidal grid instances of the second class, where the LPcut

found worst solutions compared to the REF, respectively.

Evaluation of Iteration To Target Value

We did further experiments to test the quality (of run time) of our technique. Since our

technique could not find a solution at least as good as the reference technique has found
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Comparison of the start and final solutions

Ratio of objective values

ID the least 90 p.c. ≥ average the most

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
1 97.99 98.48 99.16 99.80
2 82.57 84.38 95.74 98.93
3 94.70 97.82 98.23 98.88
4 96.52 96.87 97.21 97.83
5 97.57 97.82 98.04 98.40
6 97.34 97.51 97.83 98.37
7 99.34 99.48 99.60 99.83

Table 5.6: Comparison (ratio (p.c.) of values) of the start and final solutions from local search
in the LPcut procedure to the max-2-sat instances. Columns: (A) ID of the experiment; (B) the
worst ratio (p.c.); (C) for 90 p.c. of all instances the ratio (p.c.) hits or exceeds this value; (D) the
average ratio (p.c.); (E) the highest ratio (p.c.);

to the instances of some classes, we did an experiment, an investigation of the iteration-

to-target-value, analogously to the experiments that we did for the max-di-cut problem

(Section 5.2.2). In these experiments we ran the TV procedure with a setting: the target

values are the solution values found by our technique and qmax = 1, 000. Remember, that

the TV procedure is the same as the REF procedure which stops when the target value is

reached.

For the first evaluation we have selected 6 instances of the 2nd class of instances with

ID-numbers of 3, 11, 16, 22 and 23. To these instances our technique has found the objective

values of 15360, 787, 4381, 16672 and 16654, respectively.

We ran the TV procedure with the above mentioned setting individually 200 times to

each of instances with ID numbers 3, 11 and 16. The produced distributions of the iteration-

to-target-value are shown in Figure 5.12. In Figure 5.12 an i-th sorted iteration number

(ki) is associated with a number of individual run i, and the points (ki, i) are plotted, for all

i = 1, . . . , 200. TV needed less than 80 iterations to match our technique to these instances.

To the instances with ID numbers 22 and 23 we ran the TV only 100 times, owing to

an extensive computing time. We plotted in Figure 5.13 the produced distributions of the

iteration-to-target-value. Figure 5.13 suggests that the TV needed more than 100 iterations

to find the solutions with values more than or equal to the values of our technique’s solutions

in at least 40 p.c. of runs. Even to the instance with ID number of 22, TV could not reach
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solution value found by our technique in 1, 000 iterations in 4 p.c. of runs.
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Figure 5.12: The distributions of the iteration-to-target-value in 200 individual runs of TV to the
instances 3, 11 and 16 of the second class of max-2-sat.
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Figure 5.13: The distributions of the iteration-to-target-value in 100 individual runs of TV to the
instances 22 and 23 of the second class of max-2-sat.

We evaluated the distribution of iteration-to-target-value in further classes of instances.

First, we selected the smallest 50 instances of the 4th class of instances (we limited the

number of instances to 50, because of extensive computing time). To each of these instances,

we ran TV individually 60 times. The produced distributions of the iteration-to-target-value

are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. In Figures 5.14 and 5.15, the instances are sorted by

the corresponding average number of iterations to make a smoothly contrasted plot.

In this test we found following observation:

on 14 p.c. of test instances, there were some runs of TV which could not reach the
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Figure 5.14: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value in 60 individual runs of TV to 50 max-

2-sat instances of the 3rd class. The point (x, y, z) specifies the instance number x, the number of
individual runs y, and the number of iteration z, and describes that y-th run of TV to instance x,
the z iterations were needed to find a solution with value at least as good as the target-value.
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Figure 5.15: The map of the distributions of the iteration-to-target-value, which are shown
in Figure 5.14. A color on a point (x, y) indicates the number of iterations that was needed
to find a solution with value at least as good as the target-value to instance x in the y-th
run of the TV.
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Figure 5.16: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value in 60 runs of the TV to all 50 max-

2-sat instances of the 3rd class. The number of iterations are sorted and associated with the
percentage of total data to display (3, 000 runs).

target values within 1, 000 iterations;

to 12 instances (24 p.c. of test instances) the TV required at least 100 iterations to

find objective values better than or equal to the target values in at least 33 p.c. of

the runs.

In Figure 5.16 we plotted the distribution of the iteration-to-target-value in 60 runs of the

TV to all 50 instances. For the majority of all runs, the required numbers of iterations is

not small. Figure 5.16 suggests that approximately 500 iterations would be necessary for

the REF to match LPcut in 90 p.c. of all runs.

The distributions of the iteration-to-target-value to each of the 50 instances are shown

in detail in Figures B.6–B.9, which can be found in Appendix B.3.

In this (recent) test there were instances to which TV could not find solutions that were at

least as good as LPcuts’. Therefore, we were interested to test whether this behavior of the

reference technique was influenced by the solutions of our technique: how many iterations

does the TV need to find a solution with value at least as good as the random local optimum?

In other words, would it come to the same result if we choose the arbitrary suboptimal target

value? As a random local optimum we call the solution found by running the REF procedure

with only one iteration (i.e., one run of local search starting from random solution). We
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Figure 5.17: The distributions of the iteration-to-target-value by 60 individual runs of TV to 50
max-2-sat instances of the third class. A point (x, y, z) specifies an instance number x, a number
of individual runs y, and a number of iteration-to-target-value z, and describes that to instance x
in the y-th run of TV the z iterations were needed to find a solution with value at least as good as
the target-value.
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Figure 5.18: The map of the distributions of the iteration-to-target-value, which are shown in
Figure 5.17. A color on point (x, y), an instance number x and a number of individual run y,
indicates the number of iterations that were needed to find a solution with value at least as good as
the target-value to instance x in the y-th run of TV.

found the random local optimum to each of the previously selected 50 instances, then ran

the TV procedure individually 60 times, by setting these random local optima as target
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values, to each of selected instances. This generates another distribution of the iteration-to-

target-value. Here, the difference to the previous test is only the chosen target-values. The

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 summarize the generated distributions corresponding to 50 instances

in 60 individual runs of TV.

In contrast to the previous test, the all runs of TV have found the solutions with values

better than or equal to the target values within 180 iterations to all instances. In fact, to

only 3 instances some TV runs required more than 100 iterations to beat the target values;

to other 7 instances some TV runs required more than 10 iterations to beat the target values.

To the rest of instances, which is about 80 p.c. of all instances, no run of TV required more

than 10 iterations to beat the target values.

By comparing these results with results of the previous experiment, we can see that our

technique finds better solutions than random local optima. The reference technique and

our technique produce the solutions whose objective values do not differ from each other

more than a small percentage, even though two heuristics differ sufficiently from each other.

Consequently, we draw a conclusion that our technique finds near-optimal solutions to the

max-2-sat problem.

Comparison to Theoretical Bounds

For a certain type of max-2-sat instances theoretical bounds of the expected optimal

objective value are available. Recall Theorem 3.3.1 which states the asymptotical bounds

of the expected optimal objective value of a certain type of instance [35]. We compared

our empirical results with these bounds.

Each of the third and the fourth test classes consists of 500 random instances that are

generated analogously to the the random instance model that is stated in Theorem 3.3.1.

For the 3rd class we have n ∈ [300, . . . , 800] and 30 ≤ c ≤ 80, and for the 4th class we have

n ∈ [750, . . . , 1250] and 15 ≤ c ≤ 25.

We compared the empirical values, which are the solution values found by the LPcut

to these instances, to the two approximations, which are the asymptotic lower and upper

bounds of the expected optimal value, respectively. The upper bound values are important

for our point. The lower bound is displayed only for orientation. We omitted the indefinite

fraction oc(1) in the lower bound calculation.

We plotted the ratios (p.c.) of objective value found by the LPcut and theoretical

lower and upper bounds for each of instances in the 3rd and 4th classes in Figure 5.19.
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Comparison of empirical values by LPcut and theoretical bounds to the max-2-sat instances
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Figure 5.19: The ratio (p.c.) of objective value found by the LPcut and theoretical lower bound,
and the ratio of objective value found by the LPcut and theoretical upper bound
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Figure 5.20: The ratio (p.c.) of objective value found by the REF and theoretical lower bound, and
the ratio of objective value found by the REF and theoretical upper bound

Furthermore, we compared the empirical values found by the REF to these instances to the

two approximations, which are the asymptotic lower and upper bounds of the expected

optimal value, respectively. The comparison, the ratio (p.c.) of objective value found by

the REF and theoretical lower and upper bounds, is plotted in Figure 5.20.

The objective values found by LPcut to the instances of 3rd class differ from the theo-

retical upper bound by at most 3.5 p.c., and from the theoretical lower bound by less than

1.0 p.c. (with one exception in each case). For the 4th class the ratio of the solution value
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found by the LPcut and the theoretical upper bound is at most 4.8 p.c.

This outcome requires an explanation. Since the lower and upper bounds have no

methodical relations with our algorithm, in our opinion, the only plausible explanation is

that these bounds are empirically valid actually for even small values of c, and our algorithm

have found near optimal solutions.
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5.3.3. Max-3-SAT

This section is devoted to the experimental results of our technique for the max-3-sat

problem. We first describe the test instances, then the empirical results.

Test Instances

class ID number of number or range of number or range of clause
instances nodes clauses weight

1 500 [250–750] [2500–10000] uniform

2 500 [500–1000] [1250–5000] various

3 500 [250–750] [3224–28827] uniform

uniform distr.
4 500 [500–1000] [2500–10000] of [1, . . . , 100000]

uniform distr.
5 300 [500–2600] [3158–15855] of [1, . . . , 2200]

6 500 500 [1424–38811] uniform

uniform distr.
7 100 650 7630 of [1, . . . , 100]

uniform distr.
8 100 650 7630 of [1, . . . , 100000]

9 54 [400–1500] [800–20200] various

10 48 [50–200] [80–1200] uniform a

11 23 [50–200] [80–400] uniform b

12 500 [500-1000] [2140-4266] uniform

asatisfiable instances
bnot satisfiable instances

Table 5.7: Various classes of test instances for the max-3-sat problem

.

We considered twelve classes of test instances. Table 5.7 shows the characteristics of

each class. The instances of the classes from 1 to 9 have been generated through extending

the max-2-sat instances as we mentioned in Section 5.3.1. The graphs representing the

instances of max-2-sat have been generated by the rudy as well as by self written generator

(independently of the instances that were generated in the experiments for max-2-sat).

The instances of the classes 10 and 11 are satisfiable and not satisfiable instances of
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Comparison of objective values Comparison of CPU times

ID the least 90% ≥ average the most the most 90% ≤ average

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)

1 98.11 98.67 99.05 99.76 0.0059 0.0052 0.0046
2 98.12 98.54 98.97 100.00 0.0498 0.0073 0.0056
3 98.13 98.98 99.32 99.95 0.0055 0.0046 0.0040
4 97.92 98.68 99.04 99.75 0.0058 0.0047 0.0040
5 97.16 97.80 98.12 99.09 0.2975 0.2538 0.1204
6 95.10 97.05 98.06 99.23 0.0987 0.0779 0.0701
7 98.52 98.67 98.92 99.39 0.0053 0.0046 0.0044
8 98.46 98.65 98.88 99.33 0.0048 0.0046 0.0044
9 96.19 97.66 98.82 99.79 0.1836 0.1330 0.0743
10 94.67 96.34 97.70 100.00 0.0886 0.0396 0.0227
11 95.00 96.25 97.97 99.37 0.0381 0.0337 0.0233
12 97.90 98.66 99.09 100.03 0.0122 0.0058 0.0046

Table 5.8: Comparison of our technique with the reference technique for the max-3-sat problem.
Columns:
(A) ID of the experiment;
(B)–(E) ratios (p.c.) of the objective values found by LPcut and by REF: (B) the worst, (C) for 90
p.c. of all instances the ratio (%) hits or exceeds this value, (D) the average, (E) the best;
(F)–(H) ratios of the CPU times needed by LPcut and the REF: (F) the most; (G) for 90 p.c. of all
instances the ratio does not exceed this value; (H) the average.

Asahiro et al. [9] 1, respectively. The instances of the twelfth class have been generated by

the Selman’s generator.

Experimental Evaluation

The experiment consists of twelve parts, each part is considering one class of the test

instances. We summarize the computational results, the comparison of objective values and

comparison of CPU times, in a Table 5.8.

In none of the instance classes was the worst case ratio (column (B)) worse than 5.4 p.c.

The 90 p.c. quantile (column (C)) were nearly 3.75 p.c. in instance classes 10 and 11, and

were smaller than 3 p.c. in all other instance classes.

Table 5.9 summarizes the ratio of start solution value and final solution value of the local

search in the LPcut procedure. In all instance classes the worst case ratio (Column (B) of

1ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/satisfiability/contributed/iwama
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Discrepancy of the start and final solutions

Ratios of objective values

ID the least 90% ≥ average the most

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
1 96.38 97.15 97.56 98.35
2 96.17 96.79 97.24 98.38
3 97.35 98.08 98.48 99.13
4 96.36 96.95 97.33 97.98
5 95.08 95.80 96.64 97.99
6 94.97 97.46 98.17 99.03
7 98.95 99.10 99.26 99.56
8 98.86 99.06 99.24 99.54
9 96.91 97.66 98.70 99.55
10 93.91 95.35 96.96 98.95
11 93.38 94.79 96.43 98.45
12 95.93 96.72 97.15 98.01

Table 5.9: Comparison (ratio (p.c.) of values) of the start and final solutions from local
search in the LPcut procedure to the max-3-sat instances. Columns: (A) ID of the exper-
iment; (B) the worst; (C) for 90 p.c. of all instances the ratio hits or exceeds this value;
(D) the average; (E) the highest;

Table 5.9) was nearly 7 p.c. or smaller; the 90 p.c. quantile (Column (C) of Table 5.9)

was nearly 5.2 p.c. or smaller. In other words, local search was able to improve the start

solution at most nearly by 5.2 p.c. in 90 p.c. of instances. Even the local search slightly

improved the start solutions, the differences of solution values found by the LPcut and by

the REF were marginal.

Evaluation of Iteration to Target Value

To test the qualities of (run-time of) our approach and the test instances, we did further

experiment, an investigation of the iteration-to-target-value, analogously to the experiment

we did for the max-2-sat problem (Section 5.3.2). To do the experiment in a moderate

computing time we selected only 30 instances with the smallest number of variables of each

class, except the 11th class, which contains only 23 instances. To each of these instances

we ran REF independently 100 times by setting the solution values found by the LPcut

as the target values. This produces the distributions of the iteration-to-target-value as

shown in the Figures 5.21 and 5.22. In the plots the instances are sorted by the sum of
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Figure 5.21: The distributions of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 individual runs of TV to the
30 max-3-sat instances from each of classes 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. A point (x, y, z) specifies an instance
number x, a number of individual runs y and a number of iteration z and describes that y-th run of
TV to the instance x, the z iterations were needed to find a solution with value at least as good as
the target-value.
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corresponding number of iterations. As we can see from the figures, the iteration-to-target-

value is distributed differently in each class. For the instances of the classes 5, 7 and 8, the

REF very quickly achieved the solutions found by the LPcut. In contrast, for the instances

of the classes 2, 3, 4 and 12 the required numbers of iterations are quite high.
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Figure 5.22: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 individual runs of TV to the
30 max-3-sat instances from each of classes 7,8,9,10,11 and 12 (note that 11th class consists only
23 graphs). A point (x, y, z) specifies an instance number x, a number of individual runs y and
a number of iteration z and describes that y-th run of TV to the instance x, the z iterations were
needed to find a solution with value at least as good as the target-value.
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5.3.4. Max-4-SAT

In this section we describe the experimental results of our technique for the max-4-sat

problem.

Test Instances

We considered six classes of test instances in the experimental study of the application

of our technique to the max-4-sat problem. Table 5.10 gives an overview of the character-

istics of each of these classes. The instances of the classes 1 to 3 have been generated by

the GTgraph and the instances of the classes 4 to 6 have been generated by the Selman’s

generator. All instances are non-weighted (i.e., the weights of clauses are uniform).

class number of number or range number or range ratio of number of
ID instances of variables of clauses clauses and number of variables

1 500 [500–1500] [629–5621] –
2 350 [500–1200] [7545–43164] –
3 500 [500–2500] [2268–11250] 4.50
4 500 [500–1000] [1138–2266] 2.26
5 500 [500–1000] [1640–3266] 3.26
6 500 [500–1000] [2140–4266] 4.26

Table 5.10: Various classes of test instances for the max-4-sat.

Experimental Evaluation

The experiment consists of six parts, each part is considering one class of test instances.

The Figures from 5.23 to 5.28 give the details of the computational results for all six classes

of test instances: the ratio (p.c.) of start and final solutions’ values from the local search

in the LPcut procedure; the ratio (p.c.) of start solution value from the local search in the

LPcut procedure and the solution value found by the REF procedure; and the ratio (p.c.) of

solution values found by the LPcut and by the REF. Recall, that the algorithm LPcut runs

the local search starting from the optimal solution found by LP (4.3).

The ratio of start solution value from the local search in the LPcut and the solution

value found by the REF is no more than 5.6 p.c., in all instances of test classes. In the

majority of instances (90 p.c.) this ratio is less than 5.0 p.c. From Figures 5.23 to 5.28 we

observe that for the 4th, 5th and 6th classes of test instances the ratio of objective values
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Figure 5.23: max-4-sat test class 1: comparison of the solutions found by the LPcut and REF;
comparisons of start solution delivered by the LP to each of the solutions found by the LPcut and
by REF.
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Figure 5.24: max-4-sat test class 2: comparison of the solutions found by the LPcut and REF;
comparisons of start solution delivered by the LP to each of the solutions found by the LPcut and
by REF.
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Figure 5.25: max-4-sat test class 3: comparison of the solutions found by the LPcut and REF;
comparisons of start solution delivered by the LP to each of the solutions found by the LPcut and
by REF.
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Figure 5.26: max-4-sat test class 4: comparison of the solutions found by the LPcut and REF;
comparisons of start solution delivered by the LP to each of the solutions found by the LPcut and
by REF.
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Figure 5.27: max-4-sat test class 5: comparison of the solutions found by the LPcut and REF;
comparisons of start solution delivered by the LP to each of the solutions found by the LPcut and
by REF.
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Figure 5.28: max-4-sat test class 6: comparison of the solutions found by the LPcut and REF;
comparisons of start solution delivered by the LP to each of the solutions found by the LPcut and
by REF.
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Comparison of objective values Comparison of CPU times

ID the least 90% ≥ average the most percentage the most 90% ≤ average

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I)
1 98.88 99.21 99.48 100.00 1.00 0.0582 0.0053 0.0045
2 99.54 99.83 99.90 99.99 0.00 0.0038 0.0033 0.0029
3 98.73 99.16 99.39 99.91 0.00 0.0052 0.0042 0.0038
4 98.36 98.94 99.26 99.96 0.00 0.0117 0.0056 0.0053
5 98.03 98.74 99.10 99.88 0.00 0.0175 0.0065 0.0058
6 98.01 98.66 99.01 99.80 0.00 0.0134 0.0048 0.0043

Table 5.11: Comparison of our technique with the reference technique for the max-4-sat problem.
Columns: (A) ID of the experiment;
(B)–(E) ratios (p.c.) of the objective values found by LPcut and by REF: (B) the worst, (C) for 90
p.c. of all instances the ratio (p.c.) hits or exceeds this value, (D) the average, (E) the best;
(F) the percentage of instances where the outcome of LPcut was better than or equal to the outcome
of the REF;
(G)–(I) ratios of the CPU times needed by LPcut and the REF: (G) the highest; (H) for 90 p.c. of
all instances the ratio matches or does not exceed this value; (I) the average.

found by the LPcut and by the REF is slightly decreasing while the ratio of number of clauses

and number of variables is increasing from the 4th to the 5th, and from the 5th to the 6th

classes.

We summarize the computational results that are the ratios (p.c.) of the objective values

found by LPcut and by REF, and the ratios of the CPU times needed by LPcut and by REF

in Table 5.11. The worst case ratio (Column (B)) of objective values found by LPcut and

by REF is less than 2.0 p.c., and the ratio for 90 p.c. quantile (Column (C)) is less than 1.5

p.c. in all instance classes.

5.4. The Longest Path with Source and Sink

In this section we present a quite interesting experimental results of our technique for

the longest directed path problem. We describe the generation of test instances, and

then present the computational results.

5.4.1. Generation of Instances

In our experimental evaluation we consider 13 classes of test instances. The instances of

the classes from 1 to 9 are generated by rudy, and the instances of the remaining 4 classes
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are generated by GTgraph.

class ID number of number of density arc generator

instances nodes weight type

1 1000 [500–1500] 5.00 uniform rudy: simple-random

uniform distr.
2 1000 [500–1500] 5.00 of [1, . . . , 100] rudy: simple-random a

uniform distr.
3 1000 [500–1500] 5.00 of [1, . . . , 10000] rudy: simple-random a

4 1000 [500–1500] 0.50 uniform rudy: simple-random

uniform distr.
5 1000 [500–1500] 0.50 of [1, . . . , 100] rudy: simple-random b

uniform distr.
6 1000 [500–1500] 0.50 of [1, . . . , 100000] rudy: simple-random b

uniform distr.
7 1000 2000 1.22 of [1, . . . , 100] rudy: almost-planar

uniform distr.
8 1000 2000 1.22 of [1, . . . , 100000] rudy: almost-planar c

9 1000 1000 [0.37–15.27] uniform rudy: simple-random

10 1000 [500–1500] [0.60-0.77] uniform GTgraph: Erdós-Renyi

uniform distr.
11 1000 [500–1500] [0.60-0.77] of [1, . . . , 10000] GTgraph: Erdós-Renyi d

12 1000 [500–1500] 0.65 uniform GTgraph: random

uniform distr.
13 1000 [500–1500] 0.65 of [1, . . . , 10000] GTgraph: random e

athis class is similar to the 1st class, but graphs differ by the arc weights.
bthis class is similar to the 4th class, but graphs differ by the arc weights.
cthis class is similar to the 7th class, but graphs differ by the arc weights.
dthis class is similar to the 10th class, but graphs differ by the arc weights.
ethis class is similar to the 12th class, but graphs differ by the arc weights.

Table 5.12: Various classes of test instances for the directed longest path.

Table 5.12 summarizes the characteristics of each class: the number of instances in that

class, (the range of) the number of nodes, (the range of) the density, and the construction

of arc weights of instances in that class, and which generator has been used to generate

these instances.
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5.4.2. Summary of Computational Results

Similarly to the experimental evaluations for the max-di-cut problem with source and

sink, and the variations of max-k-sat, k ≥ 2, we compared our technique for the longest

directed path with the reference technique, which repeatedly starts local search at ran-

dom start solutions. We experimented with two distinct methods to generate random start

solutions in the reference technique: a random depth first search (DFS) starts at source

node, and an adaptation of a Pohl-Warnsdorf rule [123] for generating long paths in undi-

rected graph. We describe these two methods.

Random DFS Starting from a source node, s, we simply select the next node at random

that does not lead to a circle. When we reach a sink node, t, we are done. We denote

Algorithm 7 Start Solution Generator with Random DFS

procedure Start-DFS

set P ← ∅;
∀v ∈ V \ {s} set Color(v)← white;
if Random-DFS(s) = true then

return P ;
end if
return false;

the procedure as Start-DFS. A pseudocode of this method of generating the random start

solutions is shown in Algorithm 7. The Start-DFS calls the recursive procedure Random-DFS,

whose pseudocode is given in Algorithm 8. For a given directed graph G = (V,A) with

nonnegative weight function c : A → R+
0 and source and sink, s, t ∈ V , the procedure

Start-DFS generates a random s− t path P if there exists at least one.

Pohl-Warnsdorf Method The Pohl-Warnsdorf rule [123, 124] is a greedy heuristic that

tries to find the longest path in a graph. It was based on the work of the 19th century

mathematician Warnsdorf, who proposed a rule for finding Knights tours on a chess board:

“Go to a next square which has the fewest ways out.” (A Knights tour on the chess board

is a closed tour with Knights move from square to square.) Pohl [123] modified the rule to

be recursive in tie-breaking situations, and generalized for finding an arbitrary Hamiltonian

path in a graph, and proposed a Pohl-Warnsdorf algorithm (PW): “go to the next node

of least degree”. This algorithm was very effective to the Knights tour problem and to
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the Tutte’s graph [152]. We adapted the Pohl-Warnsdorf algorithm to generate the start

solutions, the s − t paths, for the reference technique. We denote this method of start

solution generation as Start-PW, and describe the pseudocode in Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 8 Random DFS

procedure Random-DFS(v)
if Color(v) 6= white then

return false;
end if
set Color(v)← grey, P ← P ∪ {v};
set M ← {w ∈ V : ∃(v,w) ∈ A,w /∈ P}; (this is a set of successor nodes)
if M = ∅ then

return false;
end if
repeat

choose randomly u ∈M ;
if u = t then

P ← P ∪ {t}
return true;

end if
if Random-DFS(u) = true then

return true

else
backtrack: remove u from M and P ;

end if
until M = ∅;

Algorithm 9 Start Solution Generator with Pohl-Warnsdorf Algorithm

procedure Start-PW

set P ← ∅
∀v ∈ V \ {s} set Color(v)← white;
if PW(s) = true then

return P ;
end if
return false;

The Start-PW algorithm initializes an s− t path P as the empty path and the colors of

nodes to white. A color of a node indicates whether the node is visited: white for not visited

and grey for visited. By starting at the source node, s, the algorithm calls the recursive

procedure PW, the adapted Pohl-Warnsdorf rule. The return value true of PW indicates the
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Algorithm 10 The modified Pohl-Warnsdorf Algorithm for the s− t path

procedure PW(v)
if Color(v) 6= white then

return false;
end if
set Color(v)← grey, P ← P ∪ {v};
if v = t then

return true;
end if
set M ← {w ∈ V : ∃(v,w) ∈ A,w /∈ P}; (this is a set of successor nodes)
while M 6= ∅ do

select u ∈M with least degree: du = min
w∈M

dw;

if u is unique then
v∗ ← u;

else
set M ′ ← {r ∈M : dr = du}
let N(r) = {w ∈ V : ∃(r, w) ∈ A,w /∈ P}, ∀r ∈M ′;
let d′(r) = min

w∈N(r)
|{h ∈ V : ∃(w, h) ∈ A,h /∈ P}|, ∀r ∈M ′;

select r′ ∈M ′ with successor node of least degree d′(r′): d′(r′) = minr∈M ′d′(r);
if r′ is unique then

v∗ ← r′;
else

choose randomly r ∈M ′;
v∗ ← r;

end if
end if
if PW(v∗) = true then

return true

else
backtrack: remove v∗ from M and P ;

end if
end while
return false;
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successful construction of s− t path P .

The PW procedure goes as follows. The current node is given. The current node is placed

on the path, then the node becomes grey. From the current node we want to move to the

adjacent (successor) node that has the least degree. If such node is unique (its degree is less

than the degrees of other successor nodes), then we select this node and call the recursion (it

becomes the new current node). Otherwise (if there are two or more nodes with equal least

degrees), we want to break the tie by examining the degrees of adjacent nodes (successor

nodes) of these “equaled” nodes. Let us denote these “equaled” nodes as candidate nodes.

Here, to count the degrees of candidate nodes we exclude the incident arcs connecting the

nodes that are on the path. If there is a unique candidate node that has a successor node

with least degree, then we select that candidate node; we call the recursion. Otherwise, we

select an arbitrary node from the candidate nodes; we call the recursion. On a formation

of any cycle we backtrack. We are done when the sink, node t, is reached.

Preliminary experiments (which are not reported in this thesis) with the reference tech-

nique that uses one of the two start solution generators have shown that the REF with

Random-DFS and the REF with Start-PW have found different results in same problem in-

stances. Therefore, we use both of Random-DFS and Start-PW methods in the generation

of start solutions in the reference technique.

We modified the reference technique such that in each of its iteration, first, we choose

one of the two start solution generators, Start-DFS or Start-PW, at random; then, we start

the local search at the generated start solution. We denote this modified reference technique

as REF2. Its pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 11.

Algorithm 11 Modified Reference Strategy

procedure REF2(kmax)

for k = 1, . . . , kmax do
choose one of start path generators at random: Start-DFS or Start-PW;
generate a random path P0 by the chosen generator;
P ′ ← LocalSearchLP(P0);
if k = 1 then

P ∗ ← P ′;
else if C(P ∗) < C(P ′) then

P ∗ ← P ′;
end if

end for
return P ∗;
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Comparison of objective values Comparison of CPU times

ID the least 90% ≥ average the most percentage the most 90% ≤ average

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I)
1 96.60 98.05 99.03 100.20 4.00 0.0065 0.0055 0.0045
2 97.04 99.97 104.58 114.44 89.00 0.0068 0.0057 0.0047
3 97.85 99.82 103.66 114.39 87.00 0.0052 0.0043 0.0037
4 86.51 100.00 111.59 148.40 89.00 0.0071 0.0054 0.0044
5 93.44 101.86 116.50 140.18 93.00 0.0051 0.0044 0.0038
6 95.09 101.17 115.75 141.49 92.00 0.0049 0.0043 0.0037
7 93.96 101.15 115.54 136.12 93.00 0.0070 0.0051 0.0046
8 95.17 101.11 114.00 134.88 93.00 0.0064 0.0050 0.0045
9 89.95 97.38 100.35 133.33 21.00 0.0062 0.0043 0.0031
10 86.17 105.98 117.02 136.42 95.00 0.0760 0.0065 0.0053
11 92.27 99.25 113.88 136.05 88.00 0.0725 0.0056 0.0063
12 92.22 94.88 97.88 104.15 21.00 0.0092 0.0052 0.0040
13 96.83 100.21 107.98 123.30 91.00 0.0108 0.0041 0.0034

Table 5.13: Comparison of our technique with the reference technique for the longest directed

path. Columns: (A) ID of the experiment;
(B)–(E) ratios (p.c.) of the objective values found by LPcut and by REF2: (B) the worst, (C) for 90
p.c. of all instances the ratio (p.c.) hits or exceeds this value, (D) the average, (E) the best; (F) the
percentage of instances where the outcome of LPcut was better than or equal to the outcome of the
REF2;
(G)–(I) ratios of the CPU times needed by LPcut and the REF2: (G) the most; (H) for 90 p.c. of all
instances the ratio does not exceed this value; (I) the average.

Computational Results The experiment for the longest directed path consists

of thirteen parts; each part considered one class of test instances. We summarize the

computational results – the ratios of objective values found by LPcut and by REF2, and

the ratios of CPU times needed by LPcut and by REF2 – in a Table 5.13. Owing to the

extensive running time we tested only 575 instances of the 9th test class.

In the worst case (column (B)) of all test instances our technique was 14 p.c. (in

experiment with an ID of 10) worse than the reference technique. But in all classes, the

90 p.c. quantile (column (C)) were nearly 6 p.c. or smaller. On average, our technique

found longer paths than reference technique to all test instance classes, except the 1st and

12th classes. The average ratios (column (D)) are less in the test classes that consist of

unweighted graphs (1st, 9th and 12th classes) than in the test classes which consist of

weighted graphs (2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th and 13th classes).

Let us take a closer look at the computational results of the 1st, 4th and 9th classes

of instances, which consist of uniformly weighted graphs. Remember that, the first class
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contains the (dense) graphs with the density of 5.0 p.c., the fourth class contains the (sparse)

graphs with the density of 0.5 p.c., and the ninth class consists of graphs with various

densities from 0.5 p.c. to 12.0 p.c. (but the tested 575 instances vary in density from

0.5 p.c. to 8.91 p.c.). Besides of that comparing the two heuristics with one another, we

compared the results of our technique and the reference technique with the trivial upper

bound – Hamiltonian path. The Figures 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 display the comparisons of

our technique with the reference technique for the first, fourth and ninth classes – the

ratios of path-lengths found by our technique and the corresponding upper bounds, and the

ratios of path-lengths found by reference technique and the corresponding upper bounds,

respectively.
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Figure 5.29: The comparison of path-lengths found by our technique and by reference technique
to the first class of the longest directed path instances1, and the comparison of them with the
trivial upper bound.

1st class: In graphs of the first class the LPcut found on average 0.97 p.c. shorter paths

than the REF2. On average, the LPcut found path with length of 99.02 p.c. length of

1ID of instances in Figure 5.29b are sorted through the ratios
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Hamiltonian path. On average the REF2 found path with length of 99.99 p.c. length

of Hamiltonian path. In 96.6 p.c. of test instances the REF found Hamiltonian paths

(optimal solutions).
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Figure 5.30: The comparison of path-lengths found by our technique and by reference tech-
nique to the fourth class of the longest directed path instances 1, and the comparison
of them with the trivial upper bound.

4th class: In graphs of the fourth class the LPcut found 11.6 p.c. longer paths than the

REF2, on average. The LPcut found the path with length of 89 p.c. of Hamiltonian

path, and REF2 found path with length of 80 p.c. of Hamiltonian path, on average.

For about 31 p.c. of the instances LPcut found the paths with lengths of at least 95

p.c. of lengths of Hamiltonian paths. But the REF2 found paths with lengths of at

most 89 p.c. of lengths of Hamiltonian paths. Yet, the existence of Hamiltonian path

for these (sparse) graphs is not known.

9th class: In the experimental on instances of the ninth class the LPcut found paths with

length of almost equal to the REF2. In graphs with density equal to or more than 2.07

1ID of instances in Figure 5.30b are sorted through the ratios
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Figure 5.31: The comparison of path-lengths found by our technique and by reference tech-
nique to the ninth class of the longest directed path instances 1, and the comparison of
them with the trivial upper bound.

p.c. the REF2 found paths with length at least of 99.99 p.c. of Hamiltonian path, and

in instances where the density is more than 4.06 p.c. the REF2 found Hamiltonian

paths – the optima. These optimally solved instances make 56.08 p.c. of tested

instances. For these instances the LPcut found the objective values at least 98.1 p.c.

of optimal values. LPcut found Hamiltonian paths for only 35 instances (6.08 p.c. of

tested instances).

The experimental results are not delivering the fact of that both techniques have been found

nearly optimal solutions. For some instance classes (1st and 12th) two algorithms found

paths whose lengths do not differ much from each other. On the other hand, there are

strong mavericks, whose lengths differ far away as 40 p.c. These experimental results are

supporting our claim of that the strong coincidences of substantially different techniques

to the max-di-cut and the max-k-sat problems, where k ∈ {2, 3, 4}, not happened by a

1ID of instances in Figure 5.31b are sorted through the ratios
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chance.

The computational results are showing that our technique found longer paths (at least

3.5 p.c.) than the reference technique to the weighted graphs, on average. Recall that,

there exists no constant factor approximation algorithm for the longest path unless P =

NP [97].

Even though we do not conclude that our technique finds near optimal solutions to the

longest directed path, as the computational study suggests, yet as a consequence of

its small running time, our technique can be used to find promising lower bound for the

longest directed path problem with source and sink.
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Conclusion

We presented hybrid LP-based method to generate good start solutions for local search.

We implemented our technique for five exemplary optimization problems, the max-di-cut

with a source and a sink, three variations of the max-k-sat problem, where k = 2, k = 3

and k = 4, and the longest directed path with source and sink. It is a requirement to

apply our method that there exists an LP such that the optimal basis solutions to the LP are

feasible to given optimization problem. This method could be applied to many optimization

problems, but an adaptation to a given problem is not entirely trivial. We showed where it

is promising to look for such an LP: the quadratic or nonlinear programming formulation of

the problem. The max-di-cut and the max-k-sat, k ≥ 2, problems can be implemented as

nonlinear programming. In case of the max-di-cut we substituted the quadratic objective

function by a linear function and in case of the max-k-sat, k ≥ 2, we substituted the

quadratic constraints by linear constraints to obtain the required LP. For the longest

directed path we implemented our technique in an alternative way, in that the related

LP is not directly obtained from the nonlinear formulation of the problem, but some of the

constraint equalities of the LP are originated from another optimization problem – network

flow problem.

In the experimental study we compared our technique against the (multistart) reference

technique: repeated local search starting from random solutions. Even tough the two

algorithms substantially differ from each other, the solution values found by our algorithm

and by the reference algorithm differed marginally from each other throughout all the

experiments with various classes of the max-di-cut and the max-k-sat test instances.

This continuous coincidence of the results of two different algorithms in various classes of

117
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the instances suggests that both our algorithm and the reference algorithm have found

permanently near-optimal solutions. The run time of our algorithm was rather small. The

experiments, the evaluations of iteration-to-target-value, confirmed the quality of solution-

time of our algorithm.

In a case of the max-2-sat, the comparison of results of our algorithm with the the-

oretical lower and upper bounds to the instances, for which these bounds were available,

supported our above mentioned conclusion. Indeed, the lower and upper bounds have no

methodical relations with our algorithm. However, the comparison has shown that our

empirical results are very tight to the theoretical bounds.

The experimental results to the longest directed path problem with source and

sink did not let us draw a conclusion of that two algorithms have found near-optimal

solutions. In the computational study to the various classes of the longest directed

path instances, two algorithms found solutions of nearly identical as well as highly variable

values. The occurrences of a number of mavericks in the experimental study support our

conclusion, that our algorithm has found near-optimal solutions to these problems, which we

have drawn from our empirical results to the max-di-cut and the max-k-sat, k ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
Furthermore, the small run time of our algorithm and the experimental study did encourage

of the using our technique to obtain good lower bound to the longest directed path

problem.

The simplicity and the small computing time of our technique is a motivation to study

possible adaptations of our technique to further hard optimization problems. As we men-

tioned above, the requirement of applying our technique to a given optimization problem is

an existence of an LP, of which optimal basis solutions are feasible to optimization problem.

Therefore, in each case of the adaptations of our technique to optimization problems, the

underlying problem should be carefully examined whether there exists required LP. For

example, for a given problem, one could look into a nonlinear formulation of the problem,

then substitute the nonlinear ingredients by linear ingredients to obtain the suitable LP.

If we are given a problem that we could formulate as an optimization problem of finding

extreme points of nonlinear function over some integral polyhedron (as the cases for many

combinatorial optimization problems), then we would try to approximate the nonlinear ob-

jective as linear objective and optimize the hyperplane over the integral polyhedron. This

could lead to a point, where it is promising to start the search for an optimal solution.
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Currently the interest in combining LP and metaheuristics to tackle the hard combina-

torial optimization problems is increasing. Our method contributes to the view that the

delicate combinations of exact and metaheuristic algorithms deliver promising methods for

hard optimization problems.
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Appendix A

Types of Graphs Generated by rudy

rudy 1 [91] is a public domain and machine independent random graph generator written
by Rinaldi. rudy generates various types of graphs. We list some of these types that were
used in our experimental study.

simple-random:
On a given size of graph (a number of nodes n and a density ρ) the arcs are uniformly
and independently distributed (constructed) at random. The number of edges is equal

to ⌊ρ n(n−1)
200 ⌋. Recall that the number of edges of a complete graphs is n(n−1)

2 .

toroidal grid:
A toroidal bidimensional grid with a given size (a height h and a width w). The
number of nodes is equal to hw and the number of arcs is equal to 2hw.

planar:
Generates a random planar graph of a given number of nodes n and density σ. The
parameter σ is any real in the interval [0,100]. The number of edges of the graph is
given by ⌊3(n− 2) σ

100⌋. Recall that the maximum number of edges of a planar graph
is 3(n − 2).

“almost” planar:
The edge set constructed as union of two “almost maximal” planar graphs, with
number of edges equal to 99 p.c. of the possible maximal number of edges, on the
same set of nodes.

simplex:
Graph node is associated to a given d dimensional nonnegative integer vector, whose
sum of the components is limited by some given positive integer number k; two nodes
are adjacent if the Euclidean distance of the two corresponding vectors is

√
2.

1http://www-user.tu-chemnitz.de/helmberg/semidef.html
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Appendix B

Some Details of Computational Results

B.1. Max-Di-Cut: 100 individual runs of TV

In the experimental study of our technique for the max-di-cut problem with source and
sink we carried out 100 individual runs of the TV procedure to all instances of the eleventh
class with the setting of the solution values found by LPcut set as the target values. The
produced distributions of the iteration-to-target-value for each of the 54 instances of the
eleventh class are shown in disjoint plots of Figures B.1 to B.5.
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Figure B.1: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 individual runs of the
TV to the instances with ID numbers of 1 to 3 of the eleventh class for the max-di-cut.

B.2. Max-2-Sat: Computational Results for the 2nd class

Table B.1 shows the comparison of our technique and reference technique to the instances
of the second test class for the max-2-sat problem.
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Figure B.2: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 individual runs of the TV
to the instances with ID numbers from 4 to 18 of the eleventh test class for the max-di-cut.
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Figure B.3: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value for 100 individual runs of the TV
to the instances with ID numbers of 19 to 33 of the eleventh test class for the max-di-cut.
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Figure B.4: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 individual runs of the TV
to the instances with ID numbers of 34 to 48 of the eleventh test class for the max-di-cut.
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Figure B.5: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 100 individual runs of the
TV to the instances with ID numbers of 49 to 54 of the eleventh test class of max-di-cut.
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Instance graph LPcut REF LPcut

REF
* 100 p.c.

G = (V, E)
ID |V | density obj. CPU obj. CPU ratio ratio

value time value time of obj. of CPU
(sec) (sec) values times

1 800 6 15352 0,49 15393 151,1 99,73 0,32
2 800 15399 0,46 15425 157,2 99,83 0,29
3 800 15360 0,47 15393 151,2 99,79 0,31
4 800 15370 0,48 15427 158,7 99,63 0,30
5 800 15384 0,47 15429 149,5 99,71 0,31
6 800 7779018 0,66 7794527 161,7 99,80 0,41
7 800 7813647 0,73 7819829 160,5 99,92 0,45
8 800 7734481 0,63 7748670 161,6 99,82 0,39
9 800 7833307 0,63 7843257 161,2 99,87 0,39
10 800 7859423 0,68 7862669 160,6 99,96 0,42
11 800 0,5 787 0,06 793 72,4 99,24 0,08
12 800 766 0,07 777 71,8 98,58 0,10
13 800 778 0,07 797 71,1 97,62 0,10
14 800 1,47 4375 0,11 4388 84,9 99,70 0,13
15 800 4369 0,12 4381 78,2 99,73 0,15
16 800 4381 0,13 4386 81,7 99,89 0,16
17 800 4382 0,13 4391 79,8 99,80 0,16
18 800 24421 0,17 24451 97,5 99,88 0,17
19 800 24408 0,16 24455 93,8 99,81 0,17
20 800 23999 0,13 24037 98,4 99,84 0,13
21 800 24273 0,15 24326 96,4 99,78 0,16
22 2000 1 16672 1,742 16683 1847,4 99,93 0,09
23 2000 16654 1,862 16674 1826,0 99,88 0,10
24 2000 16602 2,132 16647 1525,2 99,73 0,14
25 2000 16639 1,852 16674 1755,4 99,79 0,11
26 2000 16624 1,832 16657 1708,8 99,80 0,11
27 2000 93128 3,855 93142 2152,1 99,98 0,18
28 2000 93119 2,673 93271 1950,3 99,84 0,14
29 2000 92415 2,182 92622 2097,4 99,78 0,10
30 2000 92229 2,923 92300 2005,9 99,92 0,15
31 2000 92452 2,192 92624 2129,5 99,81 0,10
32 2000 0,2 20475 1,512 21245 1472,8 96,38 0,10
33 2000 20798 1,973 21235 1380,9 97,94 0,14
34 2000 21032 2,163 21382 1210,3 98,36 0,18
35 2000 0,59 11052 1,341 11072 1076,6 99,82 0,12
36 2000 10999 1,102 11013 964,8 99,87 0,11
37 2000 11048 1,091 11046 1082,8 100,02 0,10
38 2000 11042 1,342 11046 944,5 99,96 0,14
39 2000 55470330 1,692 55515861 927,6 99,92 0,18
40 2000 54955443 1,511 55046257 913,1 99,84 0,17
41 2000 55379720 2,002 55404126 923,6 99,96 0,22
42 2000 55754236 1,562 55817844 887,6 99,89 0,18
43 1000 2 8307 0,3 8328 242,4 99,75 0,12
44 1000 8308 0,33 8320 246,7 99,86 0,13
45 1000 8299 0,3 8309 276,1 99,88 0,11
46 1000 8285 0,31 8318 245,7 99,60 0,13
47 1000 8325 0,32 8340 237,4 99,82 0,13
48 3000 0,13 5508 5,618 6000 4426,0 91,80 0,13
49 3000 5612 7,26 6000 4196,1 93,53 0,17
50 3000 5485 3,825 5927 4405,0 92,54 0,09
51 1000 1,18 5559 0,22 5564 142,2 99,91 0,15
52 1000 5538 0,19 5548 135,1 99,82 0,14
53 1000 5504 0,18 5511 144,3 99,87 0,12
54 1000 5545 0,18 5550 164,0 99,91 0,11

Table B.1: The computational results of the two algorithms to the max-2-sat instances of
the second class (Section 5.3.2): the ratio (p.c.) of the solution values found by LPcut and
REF; the ratio of the CPU times needed by LPcut and REF.
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B.3. Max-2-Sat: 60 individual runs of the TV

In the experimental study of our technique for the max-2-sat problem we carried out
60 individual runs of the TV procedure to the each of 50 instances of the fourth test class.
In this test the the solutions found by our technique were set as target solutions. This
test produced the distributions of the iteration-to-target-value for the reference technique
as shown in Figures B.6–B.9.
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Figure B.6: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 60 runs of the TV to the
instances with ID numbers of 0 to 11 of the fourth class of max-2-sat instances.
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Figure B.7: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 60 runs of the TV to the
instances with ID numbers of 12 to 26 of the fourth class of max-2-sat instances.
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Figure B.8: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 60 runs of the TV to the
instances with ID numbers of 27 to 41 of the fourth class of max-2-sat instances.
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Figure B.9: The distribution of the iteration-to-target-value by 60 runs of the TV to the
instances with ID numbers of 42 to 49 of the fourth class of max-2-sat instances.
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